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Abstract
Automated prediction of runway configuration and airport capacity is critical for the future
generation of air traffic management. In the future aviation industry, multi-sources weather
forecast information will be available for air traffic decision-making units; how to use these data
efficiently is key for overall efficiency of air traffic management. Currently, air traffic management
personnel lack tools to assist them to translate weather forecast data into real-time airport capacity.
Runway configurations and AARs of airports in a multi-airport system are determined by different
air traffic controller personnel. The lack of synchronization may lead to the loss of efficiency of
the sharing airspace and airfield capacity. Thus, a decision-making tool that can better use weather
forecast information and translate it into real-time runway configuration and airport acceptance
rate is an urgent need.
The objectives of this study were to investigate significant factors that have impact on
determination of AARs; to provide data-driven neural network methods to predict AAR for a
single airport scenario by applying fusing different aviation weather forecasts; and to develop a
multi-Convolutional Neural Network model to predict runway configuration and AAR
simultaneously for multi-airport systems by utilizing high-precision ensembled gridded weather
forecasts.
To achieve the objectives, first, airport operation, flight, weather observation, and weather
forecast data were collected from different sources. Second, simultaneous equation models were
applied to understand the cross effect of airport departure call rate on AAR and significant factors
that have effect on determining AAR. Several toolboxes were developed to automatically process,
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decode, reshape, and fuse weather forecast data into the desired data format and particular time
frame for different look-ahead horizons. Two models were proposed—a multi-layer neural
network and a time-dependent model, a stacked LSTM model to predict single airport AAR where
integrated aviation weather forecast information is used. Results are compared for these two
models. In addition, a feature importance analysis was conducted to identify critical variables that
have effects on the prediction of AAR. Finally, for multi-airport systems, a multi-Convolutional
Neural Network was developed to predict runway configurations and AARs simultaneously by
employing high-precision gridded weather forecast data. Comparisons with outcomes form
previous studies demonstrated the advantages of the proposed method. The outcomes from this
research can be embedded into automated air traffic management tools and will potentially
improve the performance of air transportation.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The number of air passengers has been steadily increasing in past decades, with the average
annual rate reaching 4.4% in the past five years (2014–2018) in the U.S. However only 77.95% of
the airline flights have been on-time on average in those five years. According to the Bureau of
Transportation Statistics in 2018, 77.6% of the airline flights were on-time, 19.95% of the them
encountered delays, and 2.2% were canceled. Among the delayed flights, 55% of the flight delays
in the U.S. are caused by inclement weather conditions and 36% caused by heavy traffic volume
[1]. The situation gets worse when the adverse weather affects airfield capacity. To alleviate
congestion, either the physical airfield capacity needs to be enhanced or air traffic management
(ATM) initiatives are needed to improve the utilization of existing capacity. Increasing airport
capacity through constructing new runways, taxiways, or terminal building takes a long time and
sometimes may be opposed by the local community. Comparably, ATM initiatives to improve
operations could be a timely and effective solution. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in the U.S. have been working
on airfield-related ATM initiatives such as an integrated arrival, departure, and surface tool, a
traffic management system for complex terminal environments. However, a key input for such
initiatives—real-time airport capacity—has not been well studied for single airports or for airports
in a multi-airport system where operations interfere with each other.
Airport capacity is usually defined as maximum sustainable throughput, i.e., the number of
aircraft operations an airport can accommodate under continuous demand for a certain period.
Depending on the purpose, methods for defining airport capacity can be quite different. For
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example, for long range planning purposes, a modified FAA Airfield Capacity Model (ACM)
could be used. For evaluating large capital expenditures, users may choose simulation software
and perform more sophisticated what-if analysis to determine airport capacity by considering
different runway layouts and operations. Airport capacities obtained from these approaches are
called theoretical airport capacity. For air traffic management initiatives, however, real-time
capacity is needed, which should take dynamic weather conditions, arrival and departure demand,
and other factors into account.
1.1 Air Traffic Management
1.1.2 Traffic Management Initiatives (TMIs)
Air Traffic Flow Management (ATFM) tasks can be summarized as follows. Air traffic
control personnel at the Air Traffic Control System Command Center (ATCSCC) oversee the air
traffic from a nationwide point of view and assist other Traffic Management Units (TMUs) for
regional management. Air traffic control personnel at Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCC)
manage the regional en route air traffic on a center basis and communicate to Terminal Radar
Approach Control (TRACON) or Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) for aircraft being smoothly
handed over from en route airspace to terminal airspace. For most hub airports, TRACON and
ATCT are consolidated. However, for some busy large hub airport or multiple airport systems,
TRACON is separated from ATCT (there are 27 TRACON in the U.S. according to FAA,
https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/ato/service_units/air_traffic_services
/tracon/). TRACON manages local terminal space constraints and communicates to ARTCC, Air
Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) at the airport(s) in the terminal space, and other stakeholders.
ATCT manages airport traffic constraints and cooperates with TRACON. ATFM is a collaborative
work of ATCSCC, ARTCC, TRACON, and ATCT, collectively called Traffic Management Units
(TMUs), and stakeholders.
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In each TMU, to mitigate the impact of delays, air traffic control personnel estimate realtime capacity and demand and impose TMIs when capacity and demand mismatch. Airport TMIs
are determined by ACTC, TRACON, ATCSCC and stakeholders collaboratively, and en route
TMIs are determined by ARTCC and ATCSCC and stakeholders such as airlines. Typical terminal
TMIs for different flight phases are listed in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1 Terminal area Traffic Management Initiatives
Scope

Initiatives
Ground
Delay
Programs
(GDP)

Terminal
TMIs

Ground Stops
(GS)

Traffic
Management
Advisor
(TMA or
Time-Based
Metering)

Traffic Management Initiatives
Description
When
Hold aircraft at
departure airport to
reconcile capacity at
destination airport.
Generate EDCT for
aircraft.

Tools
Flight Schedule;
Monitor FSM;
scheduled flights
and flight plans;
provide demand,
input AAR, and
model GDP

Affect

Unexpected spike
in arrival demand
or extreme
convective
weather (e.g.,
thunderstorm).

Flight Schedule;
Monitor FSM

Arrival
airport

Same center
airport or adjacent
center. Now used
in major airports
Center.

TMA

Arrival
airport

Destination
airport has
capacity
constraint.

Hold all aircraft at
departure airport.
No EDCT, only
next “Update
Time”; short-term
problem
Used for planning
flight trajectory
from cruise phase to
runway thresholds:
outer fix, meter fix,
and runway
thresholds. Used at
peak capacity.

Arrival
airport

At the airport level, air traffic control personnel estimate real-time capacity, called Airport
Acceptance Rate (AAR), hours in advance based on weather forecast information and their
working experience. When the anticipated demand of the airport exceeds the capacity, air traffic
control personnel will consult with ATCSCC and stakeholders to initiate TMIs to alleviate the
congested situation. The most frequently used TMI at the airport level is Ground Delay Program
(GDP). GDP is implemented to hold a set of flights that are intended to arrive at the affected airport
at their original airports. A new departure time called Expect Departure Clearance Time (EDCT)
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is assigned to each individual flight. Flight delay caused by GDP is the time difference between
EDCT and the original scheduled departure time.
A general task flow for managing arrival traffic is illustrated in Figure 1.1. AAR, as the
key input for TMIs, is a critical parameter for terminal air traffic flow management. Overestimation
of AAR could cause unnecessary and dangerous airborne holdings within the terminal area or even
airborne delays in surrounding en route centers, whereas underestimation of AAR could lead to
underutilization of airspace and airfield resources and excessive ground delays at flights’ original
airports. Such excessive ground delays might affect operations at many original airports and
propagate the impact of capacity-demand imbalance of one airport further into the national airport
system.

Figure 1.1 Task flow for air traffic management at terminal area
1.1.2 Multi-Ariport System Flow Management
What makes air traffic management more complicated is that some airports are not located
and operated independently. Instead, they are in the proximity of other airports and share the
airspace (a multi-airport system) so their operations, such as runway configuration selection and
4

capacity allocation, need to be coordinated to ensure unconflicted arrival and departure flows and
optimized utilization of resources. Multi-airport systems usually serve metropolitan areas with air
traffic demand growth outpacing the national average. When adverse weather conditions are
presented in a multi-airport system, terminal airspace can be constrained and impose more
challenges to air traffic management.
To serve these needs, NASA is currently collaborating with FAA to develop a decisionmaking system called Integrated Arrival, Departure, and Surface (IADS) for multi-airport systems
(or metroplexes) through time-based metering of arrivals and departures [2]. The system has three
major components: Surface Trajectory-Based Operations (STBO), Metroplex Coordinator, and
modified Time-Based Flow Management (TBFM). The goal is to predict time-based aircraft
trajectories from the terminal area metering point (or entry point) to airport gates in the metroplex
environment through internal data exchange and component integration. In the system, each
arriving aircraft will be initially assigned an estimated time of arrival (ETA) at each critical point,
such as the arrival metering point, based on the flight schedule and flight plan. When the imbalance
between demand and capacity is presented in the arrival terminal airspace or arrival airport in the
metroplex, new ETAs at critical points for each individual flight entering the metroplex terminal
airspace will be assigned.
However, as the prerequisite inputs of IADS, real-time capacities—AARs for each airport
in the metroplex in IADS system—are not automatically generated but are dependent on the input
from TRACON air traffic control personnel [2]. Thus, to facilitate the automation of air traffic
management and control in metroplex, AAR prediction under a different look-ahead horizon is an
urgent need.
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1.2 AAR and Runway Configuration
AAR, also called airport arrival call rate or airport service rate, is the real-time airport
capacity, defined as the number of arrival flights that can be accommodated in given time unit,
usually one hour, at one airport. AARs are determined several hours ahead given forecasted
weather conditions, the coming fleet mix, active runway configuration, etc. They are the inputs for
airport TMI, metroplex IADS, and other possible tools for improving the operations of airfield and
surrounding airspace.
Currently, there is no decision support tool for predicting AARs under different look-ahead
horizons for a single airport and airports in multi-airport systems. AAR is estimated and
determined by air traffic control personnel following International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) 9971 Appendix C (see Appendix A). For multi-airport systems, air traffic control
personnel may also refer to the “letter of agreement” initiated by TRACON, ATCT and
stakeholders that contains interdependent operation procedures for the use of shared airspace [3].
In ICAO guidance, optimal AARs are required to be provided for primary runway
configurations, i.e., the configurations handle 3% or more of annual operations. They are
calculated by determining the average ground speed crossing the runway threshold and the spacing
interval. Real-time AARs will be adjusted based on optimum AARs under specific conditions,
especially weather conditions. The components and associated elements that determine the realtime AARs are summarized in Table 1.2. Runway configuration selection is a prerequisite for the
determination of AARs. Air traffic control personnel will first decide the runway configuration to
be applied for a certain period, then the AARs will be determined for each hour or 15 minutes.
Weather condition is the most critical factor in determining both runway configuration and AARs.
In addition, terminal airspace availability is also heavily dependent on the weather condition.
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Table 1.2 Components that determine AAR
Components
Weather

Runway
Configurations
& Taxiway

Air Traffic
Terminal
airspace

Elements
• Meteorological conditions
• Surface wind velocity
• Wind shear/microburst alerts/reports
• Severe weather activity
• Intersecting arrival/departure runways
• Distance between arrival runways
• Dual purpose runways (shared arrivals and departures)
• Land and hold short (LAHSO) utilization
• Availability of high-speed taxiways
• Procedural limitations (missed approach protection, noise abatement, etc.)
• Taxiway layouts
• Environmental factors
• Traffic demand
• Aircraft fleets and separation rules
• Airspace limitations/constraints
• Adjacent airport traffic flows
• Terminal flow of traffic

Prediction of runway configurations and AARs simultaneously for multiple airports in a
multi-airport system is challenging for several reasons. First, it is mathematically difficult to
formulate the complex selection process of runway configurations and AARs. Second, it is difficult
to delineate spatial characteristics of weather conditions for a large-scale terminal area.
In addition to existing airport TMIs and emerging multi-airport IADS system, the longterm goal of modernizing air traffic management is to provide more automated decision support
tools. It is a way of alleviating air traffic controller workload to increase efficiency and improve
safety by avoiding human errors. The future aviation system is foreseen as an automation system.
For example, both the Unmanned Aviation System (UAS) and automated air traffic control require
less human involvement and more automated tools.
Thus, how to use weather forecast information and automatically translate it into a realtime runway configuration and airport acceptance rate for a single airport and airports in a multiairport system to facilitate efficient air traffic management for strategical planning (2–8 hours
look-ahead time) or tactical planning (0–2 hours look-ahead time) is an urgent research topic.
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1.3 Research Objective
This research proposes learning methods to predict AARs for a single airport and
simultaneous runway configuration and AARs for airports in a multi-airport system. The
objectives of this research are the follows:
(a) Understand different weather forecast products, including those specific to aviation
usage and general products, and compare their performances by aligning them with
actual observed weather conditions.
(b) Following the concept of Weather Product Integration, an important NextGEN
initiative, fuse different aviation weather forecast products and develop a learning
methodology to predict single airport AARs with integrated weather forecast
information.
(c) Develop a novel learning methodological framework to simultaneously predict runway
configurations and AARs for airports in a multi-airport system.
(d) Demonstrate the operability and efficiency of proposed methodologies with case
studies.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 discuss the existing
literature on airport capacity estimation and prediction and runway configuration prediction and
discusses the limitations of previous studies and research gaps in the existing literature. Chapter 3
introduces the data needed for the study and shows how the data were collected and processed.
Chapter 4 presents a preliminary statistical analysis for understanding factors that have effects on
the determination of AARs. Chapter 5 proposes a neural network framework to predict single
airport AAR based on integrated aviation weather forecast. Chapter 6 constructs a multi-layer
Convolutional Neural Network to predict AAR and runway configuration simultaneously for
airports in a multi-airport system.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Literature from four research areas were reviewed for this study: (1) airport capacity
estimation, (2) models for prediction of airport acceptance rate, (3) models for runway
configuration selections, and (4) multi-airport system.
2.1 Airport Capacity Estimation
Airport capacity is defined as the maximum sustainable throughput, i.e., the number of
aircraft operations an airport can accommodate under continuous demand for a certain period
(1 hour or 15 minutes).
Airport capacity can be categorized into two types—theoretical capacity and dynamic or
real-time capacity [4]. Theoretical capacity is the optimal capacity an airport can achieve
theoretically, given a specific runway configuration, meteorological condition (leading to different
separation requirements of leading and trailing aircraft), arrival and departure fleet mix, etc. As
discussed later, different analytical methods and simulation models have been developed to obtain
the theoretical capacity. Such capacity is usually estimated during the planning stage—for example,
when there is new runway construction or slot allocation changes. The real-time capacity (AAR)
is the capacity affected by real-time conditions, which is usually used for ATFM. It needs to be
determined serval hours ahead for tactical planning (look-ahead horizon 0–2 hours) or strategic
planning (look-ahead horizon 1–8 hours).
Previous studies on the estimation of theoretical airport capacity employed either analytical
methods [4] [6] or simulation models [7]. Analytical methods (e.g., LMI Runway Capacity Model,
FAA Airfield Capacity Model) are used to calculate the maximum airport capacity for a specific
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runway configuration based on separation requirements, final approach speed, runway occupancy
time, ATC procedures, flight rules etc. Analytical methods can be applied only to simple to
moderate complex runway configurations—for example, single runway, parallel runways, and two
intersecting runways. Simulation models (e.g., SIMMOD, TAAM, Airport Machine) are usually
airport-specific. They can be applied to estimate airport capacity with complex runway
configurations and incorporating different operational scenarios. However, simulation models are
airport-specific and usually require detailed operational information. The complexity of the models
makes the model set-up and computation time-consuming, and it also requires high level of user
skills.
The focus of this dissertation research was on real-time capacity, i.e., airport acceptance
rate, to serve the needs of ATFM. Given that AARs heavily rely on runway configurations, it is
important to how to predict weather and how to predict runway configuration.
2.2 AAR Prediction
Previous studies explored data-driven methods to predict real-time capacity (AAR) for
strategic planning (i.e., forecast horizon 1–8 hours). Data-driven methods can be categorized into
two groups—scenario-based approach and machine learning approach.
The scenario-based approach aims to create arrival capacity distribution profiles over a
period (usually a day) that can be used in one of the TMI Ground Delay Program models (GDP).
For example, Liu et al. [8] studied single airport GDP using an airport capacity scenario-based tree
method. In their study, the capacity scenario was defined as a time series of AARs. Clustering
analysis was used for analyzing historical AARs and identifying airport specific capacity scenarios,
which were used as the input for optimizing GDP. Their research was furthered expanded by Buxi
et al. [9] by including weather forecast elements from Terminal Aerodrome Forecast (TAF) when
estimating capacity profile. The authors used Principle Component Analysis (PCA) to generate
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primary and uncorrelated components of meteorological variables obtained from TAF on day-ofoperation basis, then the principle components were combined with historical AAR to identify
capacity profiles through clustering analysis.
The machine learning approach aims to translate weather forecasts and historical AARs
into probabilistic AARs for a given forecast horizon. Most studies used aviation weather products
such as weather observations from the Meteorological Terminal Aviation Routine Weather Report
(METAR) and weather forecast from the Terminal Aerodrome Forecast (TAF) and the Localized
Aviation Model Output Statistical Program (LAMP). Prediction of AARs is usually formulated as
a time-dependent problem, where future AARs are dependent on previous AARs. For example,
Provan et al. [10] proposed an AAR prediction model called Weather Translation Model for GDP
Planning (WTMG) using an assembled decision tree model that took weather forecast elements
obtained from TAF and LAMP and previous-hour AAR as the inputs to predict the AAR for a
look- ahead horizon of 1–12 hours. Cox and Kochenderfer [11] adopted the same inputs of WTMG
and proposed to use a Bayesian network-based AAR prediction model called AAR Distribution
Prediction Model (ADPM).
In addition to aviation weather forecasts, some other studies also used weather information
obtained from the comprehensive weather forecast product, Rapid Cycle (RUC, now called Rapid
Refresh or RAP) from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), to predict
AARs. Wang et al. [12] [13] selected 32 surface weather forecast elements from RUC to predict
hourly and 15-minute AARs. The authors applied two methods, quadratic response surface linear
(QRS) regression and bagging decision tree (BDT) regression, to study three airports with high air
traffic demand—EWR, ORD, and ATL. Results from the study showed that using weather
elements from RUC to predict AAR could achieve better accuracy than those using METAR.
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A body of literature also investigated factors that had impacts on the determination of
AARs. Chung and Murphy [14] applied linear regression to estimate AAR by combining airport
operational information from ASPM and controller input information from the National Traffic
Management Log (NTML) to obtain the best fit model by including different input variables.
Airports studied in their paper included EWR, JFK, LGA, DFW, ORD, LAX, SEA, and SFO. The
authors found that a combination of factors providing the best predicted AAR were endogenous
variables including runway configuration, controller input weather, and AAR adjustments. Wind
status is also an important factor for selection of runway configurations. One study [15] analyzed
the impacts of surface wind and wind loft obtained from RUC to key factors (i.e., runway
configuration, aircraft ground speed, spacing on final approach) associated with AARs. The study
found that the impacts of several wind metrics derived from wind loft were significant, e.g., surface
headwinds and downstream capture box headwinds.
Nevertheless, the aforementioned studies considered only an airport as an isolated entity
without considering interactions between airports within the same metroplex if applicable. Only
one study in the existing literature studied AARs in the context of a multi-airport system [16]. This
study identified trajectory patterns in a New York metroplex [17], then combined the patterns with
convections along the arrival route and weather elements from TAF to predict AARs for three
major airports—JFK, LGA, and EWR—using Gaussian process regression.
There are several caveats in existing studies on predicting AARs using data-driven methods:
(1) although AARs are highly dependent on selected runway configurations, this characteristic was
not well-captured in previous studies; only a few studies explicitly included the runway
configuration selection process in the determination of AARs, but the algorithm they used cannot
be applied to airports with a high variation of AARs; (2) most studies were focused only on a
single airport scenario; in the context of a multi-airport system, both runway configurations
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selection and AARs determination of one airport are correlated to another; and (3) the only existing
literature predicting AARs in the context of a multi-airport system was dependent on real-time
flight trajectories; however, flight trajectory patterns had to be processed off-line and were difficult
to use for real-time prediction. Also, flight trajectory patterns are heavily dependent on weather
conditions, which makes these two factors have an endogenous effect. Including both in prediction
causes an endogeneity problem in regression models.
2.3 Runway Configuration Selection
Runway configuration is the set of runways an airport uses for arrival and departure for a
certain period. It is the key factor for the determination of airport capacity. The layout of selected
runway configuration will determine the optimal capacity of an airport for that period. Busy
airports worldwide usually are equipped with multiple runways, either parallel and/or intersecting.
A subset of runways is selected for a certain time interval to handle arrivals and departures, with
runway operation procedures being determined at the same time.
Studies on runway configuration selection have focused on finding the best runway
configuration sequencing based on optimizing of the airport as a queueing system or studying
historical patterns to predict runway configuration using statistical methods.
Descriptive methods try to optimize the runway configuration selection process in a
deterministic or stochastic queueing model by considering meteorological condition, wind
information, controller workload (as a time buffer or penalty cost), etc. A significant challenge to
the implementation of these operational descriptive methods is the modeling of the constraints and
objectives of the human air traffic operators. Li et al. [18] proposed a stochastic dynamic
programming to model runway configuration planning as a sequential decision-making process to
maximize total arrival and departure rates. In each look-ahead horizon, a decision tree was
constructed using stochastic wind information. Bertsimas [19] proposed a Mixed Integer
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Programming model to solve the single airport runway selection and arrival/departure balance
problem for an entire day of operation by optimizing queuing delays, assuming the knowledge of
respective capacity and feasible runways at a given time, and adding the changeover time of
runway configuration as a constant value. They extended the work by considering marginally
decreasing penalties associated with runway configuration switches in [20]. NASA’s SystemOriented Runway Management concept [21] aimed at designing decision-support tools
considering both strategic prediction of runway configuration and tactical decision support that
helped air traffic controllers choose the optimal runway configuration and even the associated
arrival-departure mix for every 15-minute interval. A study by Jacquillat et al. [22] proposed a
dynamic programming model that combined runway configuration and airport service rate to
minimize the congestion cost in a stochastic queuing system.
Another body of literature investigated historical data related to runway configurations and
used statistical models to predict runway configurations by considering weather conditions. For
example, Ramanujam et al. [23] and Avery et al. [24] proposed a nested discrete choice model and
used empirical observations to estimate the configuration selection process for look-ahead times
of up to 6 hours. Huston et al. [25] applied logistic regression to predict runway configuration
using airport operation information. However, their studies used weather observations instead of
weather forecasts to predict runway configurations, which were not the actual situation.
A series of studies also attempted to model runway configuration selection and airport
capacity jointly [26] [27] [28]. They developed a multi-stage framework to determine the runway
configuration and AAR sequentially. First, a database with historical frequent runway
configurations and associated wind and meteorological conditions was developed. Then, the
eligible runway configuration was determined by the forecasted wind condition and frequency of
previous usage; AAR was determined based on forecasted meteorological condition and average
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AARs of selected runway configurations. Tien et al. [27] validated the model by applying it to 35
major airports in the U.S., and the study was extended by including weather forecast elements
obtained from Short Range Ensemble Forecast (SREF) [28].
Existing studies on runway configuration selection have several caveats: (1) similar to
literature on AAR prediction, all studies in the existing literature on runway configuration selection
focused only on a single-airport scenario; no interdependent operation aspects for multi-airports
system were considered; (2) both descriptive optimization methods and statistical methods in the
literature did not use weather forecasts well; instead, they applied very limited wind-related
variables from observed weather to model the runway configuration.
2.5 Multi-Airport System (Metroplex)
A multi-airport system (or metroplex) is a set of airports (two or more) operating in close
proximity. Because they share the same terminal airspace and usually the same TRACON, these
airports need to synchronize their operations, including coordinating runway configuration
selection and capacity allocation to de-conflict air traffic flows [29].
The only existing study on prediction of AARs for a multi-airport system is [16]. The
authors first identified six primary traffic flow patterns in a New York multi-airport system by
clustering historical flight trajectory data. The authors fed the flow pattern together with visibility
and wind condition data from TAF and convection status from Arrival Route Status and Impact
(ARSI) forecast into a Gaussian process regression model to predict hourly probabilistic AARs for
the three airports. The outcomes of this study were dependent on the accurate prediction of
trajectory patterns; however, it is very difficult to predict trajectory patterns, and they cannot be
generated in real time. Also, flight trajectory patterns are heavily dependent on weather conditions.
Furthermore, this study not consider runway configuration impact on the determination of AARs.
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Overall, existing data-driven methods on the prediction of runway configurations and
AARs mostly focus on a single airport scenario, but the interdependency aspects among each
airport within a multi-airport system has not been well studied. To predict runway configuration
and AARs of airports in a multi-airport system, the following need to be considered: (1) aviation
weather forecast data from TAF and LAMP are station-based; both use one data point to represent
weather conditions in the vicinity of an airport; for a multi-airport system, however, larger-scale
weather information should be obtained and used; (2) because runway configurations are selected
in a synchronized fashion, and airport capacity is heavily related to the selected runway
configurations, the prediction of runway configurations and AARs should be modeled jointly.
2.6 Summary
Previous studies on runway configuration selection and prediction of AARs are mostly
applied to single airport scenarios, where no interdependency aspects were considered. For a single
airport, some previous studies on AARs prediction focused mainly on constructing capacity
scenarios based on clustering analysis of historical AARs and then proceed to optimize GDP by
minimizing either time or fuel cost for each capacity scenario. Other studies predicted AARs or
AAR distribution depending on limited aviation weather forecast elements. However, for a multiairport system, large terminal airspace (40–200 nautical miles) is shared by multiple airports to
operate arrival and departure flow simultaneously. To support future ATFM, how to use multisource weather products and translate them into information that can be used for predicting runway
configuration and AARs are key. An appropriate prediction methodology needs to be developed
to simultaneously predict runway configuration and AARs accurately.
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Chapter 3: Data Collection and Processing
This chapter introduces various data sources and the processing technics for data
preparation for this research. The data used in this dissertation include two parts—airport operation
data and weather-related data. Airport operation data are hourly data and individual flight data
from FAA Airport System Performance Metrics (ASPM), and air traffic records are from National
Traffic Management Log (NTML). Weather-related data are from the Meteorological Aviation
Routine Weather Report (METAR), the Terminal Aerodrome Forecast (TAF), the Localized
Aviation MOS Program (LAMP), and Rapid Refresh (RAP). METAR, TAF, and LAMP are
weather products used specifically in the aviation industry, and RAP is a comprehensive weather
forecast product used by different entities.
3.1 Data Description
3.1.1 Airport Operation Data
3.1.1.1 Airport System Performance Metrics (ASPM)
ASPM is a comprehensive national airspace database maintained by FAA that contains two
types of data—hourly and quarter-hourly airport operation data and individual flight data. For
airport operation data, ASPM includes airport operational information, weather information, delay
information, etc. ASPM collects information from several original data sources, e.g., runway
configurations and arrival and departure rates are derived from Operational Information System
(OIS); airport weather data originate from METAR, Automated Surface Observing System
(ASOS), and Quality Controlled Local Climatological Data (QCLCD); Expected Departure
Clearance Time (EDCT) information is generated from Traffic Flow Management System (TFMS);
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and flight schedule information are collected from the Airline Service Quality Performance (ASQP)
database.
Weather data in ASPM are retrieved from three sources—METAR, ASOS, and QCLCD.
METAR data are published hourly without quality control. ASOS are hourly data with some
quality controls, available next day through the end of the prior day. QCLCD data are qualitycontrolled month-to-date files also through the end of the prior day. The data of the previous month
is finalized on the 6th of the following month regardless if all the data of previous month have
been processed or not. Therefore, occasionally, ASPM does not receive QCLCD data for the last
day or two of the months.
3.1.1.2 National Traffic Management Log (NTML)
The activities of air traffic management are communicated through and recorded in the
National Traffic Management Log (NTML). All TMUs and members of ATCSCC have access to
NTML and are able to enter or update initiatives. Each log in NTML has an entry time, which is
not uniformly distributed because controllers enter or update records once there are operational
changes.
NTML data used in this study were runway configuration, controller input meteorological
condition, AAR, Airport Departure Rate (ADR), and AAR adjustment causes.
Table 3.1 summarizes airport operation data and the sources used in this dissertation.
3.1.2 Weather Data
Weather is a critical component for determining runway configuration and airport capacity.
Current weather forecast products available at TMUs are fragmented. One important NextGEN
program is to integrate weather information and translate weather conditions into a decision
support tool for traffic management. To achieve this goal, a NextGEN weather program should
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focus on the development of three components—NextGEN Weather Processor (NWP), Common
Support Service (CSS-Wx), and Aviation Weather Display (AWD), as shown in Figure 3.1.
Table 3.1 Summary of airport operation data
Components

ASPM

NTML

Data

Airport condition information

MC(I/V), ceiling, visibility, temperature, wind
angle, wind speed, runway configuration

EDCT Information

EDCT hold (dep/arr) counts, EDCT hold minutes
(dep/arr)

Airline operation information

Scheduled departure/arrival

Airport efficiency
information

Demand of departure/arrival, Airport Acceptance
Rate (AAR), Airport Departure Rate (ADR),
runway configuration

Weather information

Ceiling, visibility, temperature, wind angle, wind
speed

Fleet mix

Aggregated aircraft counts per hour by type (e.g.
heavy, medium, light)

Runway Information

Runway configuration

Call Rate Information

AAR, ADR

Controller Input
Meteorological Condition

Visual meteorological conditions (VMC), low
visual meteorological conditions (LVMC),
instrument meteorological conditions (IMC), and
low instrument meteorological conditions (LIMC)

AAR Adjustment Cause

Closed runway/taxiway, equipment outage, and
other

Figure 3.1 NexGEN weather architecture
(Source: https://www.faa.gov/nextgen/programs/weather/architecture/)
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CSS-Wx ingests weather observations from sensors and numerical weather forecast
information from NOAA, and NWP is a weather data processor that ingests air surveillance radar
data and weather data from CSS-Wx. Together, they provide tailored subsets of weather data to
different entities. AWD is a visualization tool to display aviation weather products. The major
sources of weather information are retrieved from NOAA. NOAA weather products mainly
include numerical forecast models (e.g., Rapid Refresh, High Resolution Rapid Refresh, and
Short-Range Ensemble Forecast Model). Alphanumeric products (e.g., METAR and TAF) are
prepared by the Aviation Weather Center. Once NWP processes, integrates, and prepares weather
information, CSS-Wx then compiles and publishes the NWP products to System Wide Information
Management (SWIM) to support ATFM decision-making tools.
From the ongoing efforts of the NextGEN weather integration program, it was found that
intensive weather information will be used in the future. How to use different weather information
to guide real-time ATFM is an urgent research topic. In this chapter, different weather sources in
the weather integration program, TAF, LAMP, and RAP, are explored to understand different
weather forecast products, including those specific for aviation use and general products, and to
compare their performance by aligning them with observed weather conditions from METAR.
3.1.2.1 Weather Observation
3.1.2.1.1 Meteorological Aviation Routine Weather Report (METAR)
METARs are observational weather data provided to pilots and air traffic control personnel
that typically originate from airports or permanent weather observation stations. Encoded reports
are normally issued once per hour, a special report (called SPECI) may be issued if there is
significant change of weather conditions within that hour. The reports are usually generated by
automated weather stations located at airports, military bases, and other sites. Then the reports will
be reviewed by certified weather observers or forecasters prior to being disseminated. METAR
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may also be prepared by trained observers or forecasters at the Aviation Weather Center who
observe and manually encode the report prior to being disseminated. The report contains
information on wind, sky condition, temperature, and other weather occurring (e.g., thunderstorm,
snow, etc.). The METAR format was introduced internationally on January 1, 1968, and the code
is regulated by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) in concert with the ICAO.
Table 3.2 Summary of weather data
Data
Type

METAR
TAF
Alphanumeric Alphanumeric
weather
weather forecast
observational

LAMP
Forecast weather data
using statistical postprocessing model

Format
Frequency

Coded text
Hourly

Text, or BUFR
Hourly, next 1–25
hours

Area

Surface, 5nm

Elements

•
•
•
•
•

Coded text
Four times a day (6
hrs.), amendment if
necessary
Surface, 5nm

Wind direction
Wind speed
Wind gust
Visibility
Sky condition (cloud cover, cloud
type)
• Temperature and humidity
• Pressure
• Categorized weather type in
descriptor groups (e.g. heavy
snow, light rain)

Surface, 20km
Wind direction
Wind speed
Wind gust
Ceiling
Visibility
Temperature
Dew point
Probabilities of
precipitation,
thunderstorm,
freezing
precipitation, and
snow
• Conditional ceiling
• Conditional
visibility
• Cloud cover
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HRRR/RAP/RUC
Forecast weather data
using mesoscale
Numerical Weather
Prediction (NWP)
model
Binary, GRB2
Hourly, or 15 min (not
archived), next 0–23
hours
Surface and aloft,
13km grid
• Wind direction
• Wind speed
• Wind gust
• Ceiling
• Visibility
• Temperature
• Dew point
• Pressure
• Convection
• Freezing level
• Precipitation
• Vertical velocity
• Cloud top height
• Cloud fraction
• Storm motion, etc.

3.1.2.2 Aviation Weather Forecast
3.1.2.2.1 Terminal Aerodrome Forecast (TAF)
TAF is a terminal area weather forecast report that is routinely issued four times per day,
with the first on issued at 6:00 am and every six hours thereafter. An amendment report may be
issued when significant weather changes are forecasted. A TAF report presents expected
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meteorological conditions (e.g., wind information, cloud status) for an airport during a specified
period. The reports prepared by weather forecasters are concise weather information, which
represent weather conditions within five nautical miles of a major airport complex. The forecaster
uses software tools (e.g., Aviation Forecast Preparation System or AvnFPS) as well as current
weather observations (METAR/SPECI), and numerical model weather data to generate and
monitor TAFs. Weather elements in TAF are summarized in Table 3.2.
3.1.2.2.2 Localized Aviation MOS Program (LAMP)
The Localized Aviation MOS Program (LAMP) is a statistical weather forecast system that
provides guidance for preparing aviation weather forecast including TAF. As shown in Figure 3.2,
LAMP is embedded in the Aviation Forecast Preparation System (AVNFPS), a tool for preparing
TAF. LAMP runs on NOAA National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) servers and
is disseminated centrally from NCEP to 1,500+ stations (airports). LAMP is a station-based
aviation weather forecast; the weather information for an airport is a represented by a single point
of the weather condition of a 20-km grid in the vicinity of an airport. LAMP is issued every hour
and provides weather forecast and associated probabilities for next 1–25 hours. Weather elements
in LAMP are summarized in Table 3.2.

Figure 3.2 LAMP in Aviation Forecast Preparation System (AvnFPS)
(Source: http://www.weather.gov/media/mdl/Scallion2008.pdf)
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3.1.2.2.3 Aviation Weather Forecast Comparison
To understand the accuracy of aviation weather forecast, a comparison analysis was
conducted. Because METAR is a weather observation, the variables from METAR are set as the
ground truth. Three key elements for aviation—visibility, wind direction, and wind speed—were
selected to compare the forecast accuracy of TAF and LAMP under different look-ahead horizons.
Visibility in LAMP has 7 categories: <1/2 mile, 1/2-<1 mile, 1-< 2 miles, 2 - < 3 miles, 3 - 5 miles,
6 miles, and > 6 miles. Visibility in TAF and METAR are aggregated into these categories. The
function 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = (𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡 − 𝑔𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑑 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ)/𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 was applied to compare the relative
forecast errors. Wind direction and wind speed are numerical values, so the error was calculated
by 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = (𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡 − 𝑔𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑑 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ)/𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ)/𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠. The detailed results
of look-ahead horizons of 1–8 hours are listed in Table 3.3, and the comparison graph is shown in
Figure 3.3. From the analysis, with the increase of look-ahead hours, the forecast error increases
for these three elements for both TAF and LAMP. It was also observed that the visibility, wind
speed, and wind direction forecast from LAMP always have lower errors compared with those
from TAF. The difference of wind direction and wind speed forecast errors between TAF and
LAMP are steady for 1–8 look-ahead hours.
Table 3.3 TAF and LAMP weather forecast error comparison
Visibility (categorical) Wind direction (numerical) Wind speed (numerical)
Lookahead
LAMP
TAF
LAMP
TAF
LAMP
TAF
hour forecast error forecast error forecast error forecast error forecast error forecast error
1
0.0878
0.1618
0.1056
0.1442
0.0695
0.0900
2
0.1116
0.1810
0.1169
0.1574
0.0757
0.0983
3
0.1215
0.1796
0.1205
0.1589
0.0788
0.1001
4
0.1309
0.1852
0.1238
0.1624
0.0798
0.1008
5
0.1405
0.1852
0.1247
0.1656
0.0809
0.1023
6
0.1458
0.1877
0.1240
0.1691
0.0812
0.1039
7
0.1549
0.1910
0.1248
0.1712
0.0816
0.1041
8
0.1595
0.1904
0.1250
0.1722
0.0817
0.1037
Avg.
0.1316
0.1827
0.1207
0.1626
0.0786
0.1004
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Figure 3.3 TAF and LAMP weather forecast error comparison
3.1.2.3 Ensembled Gridded Weather Forecast
3.1.2.3.1 The Rapid Refresh (RAP)
The Rapid Refresh (RAP) is a numerical weather model that covers the Continental United
States (CONUS) domain. The model is run by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP), and the previous version is called Rapid Update Cycle (RUC). Currently RAP has two
versions regarding weather data resolutions –the first generated weather forecast on a 13-km (8mile) resolution horizontal grid, and the second, called the High-Resolution Rapid Refresh
(HRRR), generates data on a 3-km (2-mile) resolution grid. RAP forecasts are generated an
disseminated each hour with a forecast horizon from the current hour to up to 23 hours. Radar data,
surface observations, and satellite data are the sources that are used for the generation of RAP
forecasts. In this study, RAP data with 13-km resolution were used, as archived by the NOAA
National Center for Environmental Information and can be requested to download from the server.
RAP weather forecasts are processed and archived in Gridded binary format (. grib2 file).
In the RAP 13-km resolution version, each grid has location information represented by latitude
and longitude, as well as 315 weather forecast elements/variables distributed in multiple vertical
layers—for example, surface precipitation and 255-0 mb above ground pressure. A subset of the
elements from RAP data are listed in Table 3.3.
Selection of elements that could be used in this study are discussed in Chapter 6. RUC data
(former version of RAP) were used in the literature to predict AAR[12] [13]. However, the authors
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extracted only surface weather forecast elements from the closest grid of the study airport. RAP
data can be better used for two reasons: (1) RAP data have spatial weather information, which can
be very important for multi-airport system AAR prediction where weather information for a large
terminal airspace is needed; (2) RAP data are a comprehensive dataset with many aloft weather
elements such as convection inhibition and storm relative helicity. Such information can be critical
variables for runway configuration selection and airport capacity prediction.
3.2 Data Processing
Collected weather data have different formats. To use the data in our study, the data were
decoded into the formats of interests. METAR, TAF, and LAMP were decoded into tabular data
from encoded messages, and RAP data were decoded and reshape into three-dimensional tensor
data from the Gridded binary format.
Raw METAR and TAF reports were downloaded from a third-party public-available
aviation weather website, www.ogimet.com. LAMP data were requested from the National
Weather Service website. Python-based toolboxes were developed to automatically decode TAF
reports and LAMP text bulletins into tabular data.
Airport operation data have different recorded time intervals. ASPM contains hourly
airport information and individual flight information. NTML data are event-based without uniform
time intervals. To fuse these two datasets, rounded NTML entry time was used, and the most recent
data from NTML were fused with data selected from ASPM.
For weather forecast data, weather forecast information was prepared for a specific lookahead horizon according to the prediction horizon of AARs or runway configuration. For example,
at time t, to predict AAR or runway configuration at t + h, where h is the look-ahead horizon, the
weather forecast information of t + h, which is available at time t, was collected.
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A routine TAF report is routinely issued every six hours and is expected to be valid for 24
or 30 hours; however, when the current TAF cannot represent the expected weather, a new TAF
amendment report is published (usually within three hours after the routine report). Thus, TAF
data have overlapped forecast weather information from different issue times. For forecast time t
+ h, we used the most recent updated weather forecast information from TAF that were available
at time t. LAMP is issued every hour for the next 1–25 hours. We fuse processed TAF data with
LAMP data into one-hour weather forecast information from time t to a look-ahead horizon of h.
The overall data decoding and fusing flow are illustrated in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4 Data processing flow
The RAP weather forecast is ensembled gridded data; it is different from a station-based
aviation weather forecast, where a single point represents the regional weather condition. To use
the spatial feature, we decoded and reshaped the RAP data from the Gridded binary format to
three-dimensional tensor data, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. Each 13km × 13km grid is represented
by one corresponding latitude and longitude. The height dimension indicates different layers that
contain different weather forecast elements—a total of 315 in the sample illustration. Note that the
height does not represent altitude, but layers defined in RAP, such as surface, or 90 millibar above
ground, etc.
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Figure 3.5 Illustration of processed RAP data
3.3 Summary
This chapter introduced data sources and elements of useful data for this research from
those sources. Specifically, for weather data, the chapter elaborated on the data processing
techniques developed to decode, reshape, and fuse data into the formats that could be used in the
following chapters. Comparison analysis was conducted to understand the accuracy of stationbased aviation weather forecasts by aligning the forecasted data with historical observations. The
processing techniques and developed toolboxes can be used not only for this research but for other
air traffic management research.
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Chapter 4: Preliminary Statistical Analysis of Runway Configuration and AAR
AAR, also called airport arrival call rate, is the number of arrival flights that can be
accommodated in given time unit, usually one hour. Normally, AARs are determined several hours
ahead, given forecasted weather conditions, coming fleet mix, and possible runway configurations.
They are the inputs for TMIs such as GDP, ground stops, and traffic management advisor (TMA).
Optimal AARs can be calculated with the method described in ICAO 9971 Appendix C (see
Appendix A) by dividing the groundspeed by the required spacing interval. Adjustments then are
made given real-time conditions of the airport, such as layout of airport runways (intersecting
runways, runways that share arrivals and departures, small distance between runways in lateral
direction), limitations and restrictions for using airspace (warning, prohibited, restricted, military
operations, alert, national security areas), taxiway layout, and meteorological conditions. Other
real-time factors such as aircraft type and fleet mix, conditions of runway, construction of runway
and taxiway, and technical issues with equipment that influence AARs need to be considered for
adjustment as well.
Usually, TMIs affect arrivals to a constrained airport, but not departures from that airport.
Nevertheless, airport departure rate (ADR) also will be influenced by the aforementioned
conditions. To achieve the maximal efficiency of the terminal area, air traffic controllers may
consider the tradeoff of AAR and ADR. Thus, AAR and ADR could intervene during airfield
operations.
Inaccurate estimation of AAR and ADR could lead to either waste of scarce airfield
resources or imposing avoidable delays on airfield and airspace operation. The method described
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in the ICAO document does not provide detailed guidance on how to adjust optimal AARs given
real-time conditions. Currently, real-time AARs are set by air traffic controllers using extensive
subjective judgment depending on their experience, working style, and other factors.
Thus, the objective of the preliminary statistical analysis was to understand the factors that
have an effect on the determination of AARs and ADRs, and the cross effect of ADR on the
determination of AAR in a single airport scenario.
4.1 Methodology
First, to reduce the dimensions of data and to improve the efficiency of estimation, a
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) was performed on variables obtained from METAR. As
weather data can be highly correlated, PCA can project correlated features into principle directions
so maximum variability of weather data can be captured. Airport arrival call rate and departure
call rate are interrelated, i.e., a presumably higher arrival call rate, a lower departure call rate, or
vice versa. Thus, a simultaneous equation regression model was used to study AAR and ADR (see
Eqs. 1 and 2). [30]
𝐴𝐷𝑅 = 𝜆𝐴𝐴𝑅∗ + 𝛽@ 𝑋 + 𝜀@

(1)

𝐴𝐴𝑅 = 𝜑𝐴𝐷𝑅∗ + 𝛼E 𝑋 + 𝜀E

(2)

where 𝐴𝐷𝑅 is airport departure call rate, AAR is airport arrival call rate (acceptance rate), 𝑋 is
exogenous variable, 𝐴𝐴𝑅∗ and 𝐴𝐷𝑅∗ are endogenous variables, and 𝜀E and 𝜀@ are error terms.
Depending on if the error terms of the two simultaneous equations are correlated, we can
either use two-stage least square (2SLS) or three-stage least square (3SLS) to estimate the
coefficients in the regression model. Two-stage least square estimation (2SLS) seeks the best
instrument variable first, then applies the instrument variable in the ordinary least square
estimation—in another words, first using all exogenous variable to regress endogenous variable,
then applying the estimation values as instrument variables to estimate each equation.
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3SLS is a system-equation method that accounts for restrictions in over-identified
equations and disturbance term correlation. In a 3SLS model, the first step is to get the results from
2SLS, then calculate residuals from cross-equation disturbance correlation. The third step uses
generalized least squares to compute parameters.
Explanatory variables of the simultaneous equations include counts of scheduled arrivals
and departure flights, flight-plan-based arrival and departure demands, ceiling, temperature, and
wind speed/direction from ASPM; perceived weather condition recorded by air traffic control
personnel and AAR adjust causes from NTML; and eight PCA outputs of METAR weather
information. METAR variables for the PCA contain visibility, wind speed/direction, categorical
weather phenomena, etc. All data used in this study are listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Data for preliminary statistical analysis

ASPM

NTML

METAR

Components

Data

Airport condition
information

MC(I/V), ceiling, visibility, temperature, wind angle, wind
speed, runway configuration

EDCT information

EDCT hold (dep/arr) counts, EDCT hold minutes (dep/arr)

Airline operation
information

Scheduled departure/arrival

Airport efficiency
information

Demand of departure/arrival, Airport departure/arrival call
rate

Weather information

Ceiling, visibility, temperature, wind angle, wind speed

Runway information

Arrival runway and departure runway

Call rate information

AAR, ADR and Start AAR

Controller input
meteorological condition

Visual meteorological conditions (VMC), low visual
meteorological conditions (LVMC), instrument
meteorological conditions (IMC), and low instrument
meteorological conditions (LIMC)

AAR adjustment cause

Closed runway/taxiway, equipment outage, and other

General weather
information

Wind direction, wind speed, wind gust
ceiling, visibility, sky condition (cloud cover, cloud type),
temperature, humidity, and pressure

Categorized weather type

(1) Intensity or proximity, (2) precipitation descriptor, (3)
precipitation, (4) obscuration, (5) other weather phenomena
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4.2 Model Implementation
4.2.1 Study Case and Data Analysis
The airport selected for the case study is JFK airport, and the data were from year 2015.
JFK has nine frequently-used runway configurations, i.e., runway configurations each handling
more than 3% of annual operations. Figure 4.1 shows the diagram of JFK airport and its primary
and secondary runway configurations.

Figure 4.1 JFK primary runway configurations
Each runway configuration has four baseline AARs that are calculated with the formula
provided in the ICAO method (see Appendix A). Table 4.2 shows frequently-used runway
configurations and the baseline AARs recorded in NTML under different meteorological
conditions, visual meteorological conditions (VMC), limited visual meteorological conditions
(LVMC), instrument meteorological conditions (IMC), and limited instrument meteorological
conditions (LIMC). Once runway configuration is determined for a certain period, air traffic
control personnel adjust the baseline AAR based on air traffic information, airport condition,
weather information, and controller workload. Table 4.2 shows that the second primary runway
configuration at JFK—13L, 22L | 13R—has the highest baseline AAR under both VMC and
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LVMC, but this runway configuration was not frequently used when the weather conditions were
IMC or LMC.
Table 4.2 JFK baseline AAR records in NTML
Runway Configuration
31L, 31R | 31L
13L, 22L | 13R
13L | 13R
4L, 4R | 4L
22L, 22R | 22R, 31L
22L, 22R | 22R
31R | 31L
4L, 4R | 4L, 31L
22L | 31L

%
26
15
10
7
7
6
5
4
4

VMC
58
60
38
48
44
44
35
48
36

LVMC
54
54
34
44
42
42
34
44
34

IMC
50

LIMC
44

28
42
40
40
33
42
32

26
38
38
30
28

At JFK, 31L, 31R | 31L is the most frequently-used runway configuration and has been
operated under all weather conditions. That runway configuration also has the highest calculated
AAR under IMC and LIMC conditions. Runway configuration 13L, 22L | 13R has the highest
calculated arrival capacity; however, it has been used mostly under good weather conditions (VMC
or LVMC). Runway configuration 4L, 4R | 4L is mostly-used under IMC conditions.
Both ASPM and NTML datasets have records of AARs. Figure 4.2 shows the distribution
of recorded AAR in these two datasets for JFK in 2015. As shown, there are some small differences
in these two datasets. NTML tends to have a higher frequency of lower AARs, and ASPM has a
slightly higher frequency of higher AARs. Runway configurations, AARs, and ADRs in ASPM
data originate from an Operational Information System (OIS) database and are aggregated after
cleaning and constructing for 15-minute intervals. OIS a database derived from NTML records;
thus, NTML is the source data that is supposed to be more accurate. In this study, AARs and ADRs
from NTML were used as the dependent variables.
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Figure 4.2 Comparison of AAR Distribution in ASPM and NTML
AARs are determined after a designated runway configuration is selected; thus, to compare
if there are different effects on the determination of AARs, the data were split by different runway
configurations for the modeling. Table 4.3 shows the distribution of AARs through 2015 at JFK
for each primary runway configuration. Comparing Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, average AARs under
VMC, LVMC, and IMC are lower than baseline AARs. However, when the perceived weather
condition is LIMC, the average AARs are higher than the baseline AARs.
Table 4.3 AARs distribution recorded in NTML by runway configurations
Runway Configuration
31L, 31R | 31L
13L, 22L | 13R
13L | 13R
4L, 4R | 4L
22L, 22R | 22R, 31L
22L, 22R | 22R
31R | 31L
4L, 4R | 4L, 31L
22L | 31L

VMC
54 (7.83)
59 (7.85)
41 (9.04)
46 (3.66)
44 (0.77)
44 (0.29)
38 (7.59)
47 (2.29)
39 (9.26)

LVMC
48 (8.30)
54 (0.00)
43 (14.25)
45 (1.00)
43 (1.57)
42 (0.00)
33 (1.00)
44 (0.00)
33 (1.01)
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AAR
IMC
41 (7.43)
56 (0.00)
31 (6.96)
42 (0.68)
40 (1.92)
38 (2.92)
32 (0.05)
42 (6.18)
29 (10.23)

LIMC
48 (1.03)
26 (0.00)
48 (0.00)
38 (0.00)
38 (0.00)
30 (0.00)
40 (10.95)

Total
53 (8.16)
58 (7.82)
40 (9.48)
45 (3.52)
43 (1.83)
43 (2.34)
37 (7.11)
46 (3.46)
37 (9.42)

ADR
34 (7.4)
36 (19.93)
42 (5.65)
31 (5.76)
49 (3.86)
35 (4.96)
39 (6.28)
48 (5.85)
38 (5.76)

From the statistics in Table 4.2, we can also see that 31L, 31R | 31L has high AAR
variations under four perceived weather conditions. Runway configuration 13L, 22L | 13R is
mainly used under VMC condition; thus, AARs applied have high variation under the VMC
condition. Runway configuration 13L | 13R also has high variation under VMC, LVMC, and IMC
conditions. Both 22L, 22R | 22R, 31L and 22L, 22R | 22R have low variations compared with
other runway configurations. From the historical data shown in Figure 4.3, we can see that AAR
distributions are quite different when the airport operates under different runway configurations.

Figure 4.3 JFK AAR distributions by runway configurations
Air traffic control personnel adjust the AAR on a tool called a flight schedule monitor
(FSM) based on current airport information and weather information. NTML has records of
perceived weather information input by control personnel when they make adjustments to AARs
or other traffic management initiatives. METAR data were used as a baseline of weather condition
to compare the observed weather with controllers’ perceived weather condition. Table 4.4 lists the
criteria in METAR and NTML for determining meteorological conditions.
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Table 4.4 Meteorological condition criteria
Database

Meteorological Condition
VMC (Visual)
MVMC (Marginal Visual)
IMC (Instrument)
VMC (Visual)
LVMC (Low Visual)
IMC (Instrument)
LIMC (Low Instrument)

METAR

NTML

Ceiling (ft)
>3000
>1000, <3000
< 1000
>3000
>1000, <3000
>500, <1000
<500

and
or
or
and
and/or
and/or
and/or

Visibility (mi)
>5
>3, <5
<3
>5
>3, <5
>1, <3
<1

Figure 4.4 shows the comparison of perceived meteorological condition from NTML and
observed meteorological condition from METAR in 2015 at JFK. When the meteorological
condition was visual, there was 92% probability that the recorded weather was VMC. However,
when the meteorological condition was marginal visual, the chance that the recorded weather was
MMC was only 8%, and 70% of the time it was recorded as VMC. Furthermore, under IMC
condition, 48% of the time, weather was recorded as VMC, and 35% of the time was recorded as
LIMC.
100%
90%
80%
Probability

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

VMC
92%

MMC
70%

IMC
48%

LVMC

3%

8%

10%

IMC

1%

3%

7%

LIMC

4%

19%

35%

VMC

Figure 4.4 Meteorological conditions in METAR vs.
controller input meteorological conditions
From comparison of actual weather vs. perceived weather, it was found that 1) controllers
tend to record weather condition to be VMC, and 2) controllers tend to record weather to be either
very good or extremely bad.
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4.2.2 Modeling Results
The proposed simultaneous equation regression model was applied for JFK. Model results
for AARs by the nine primary runway configurations are shown in Table 4.5.
Under six of the nine primary runway configurations, ADR has insignificant effects on the
determination of AAR. For runway configurations 13L | 13R, 4L and 4R | 4L, 31L, ADRs have
slightly higher influence on the value of AARs, i.e., higher ADRs lower AARs. For runway
configuration 22L, 22R | 22R, 31L, however, when ADR was set higher, AAR was also higher.
Runway configuration 22L, 22R | 22R, 31L uses two parallel runways and one intersecting
runway; there was no runway-crossing issue for this runway configuration. This runway
configuration is frequently used under good weather conditions (VMC), and as shown in Table
4.5, controllers tend to set higher ADRs under this runway configuration. Thus, the estimation
results show that, in general, the effect of ADRs on determining AARs is not significant. For the
three runway configurations in which ADRs shows slightly significant effects on AARs, the effects
are in different directions depending on specific runway configurations and how they are used.
Several weather-related variables from ASPM were found to be significant. Temperature
is a significant variable for five major runway configurations—i.e., higher temperatures lower
AARs. There might be unabsorbed heterogeneity of this variable that needs more data to specify.
For example, temperature may capture some seasonal effects that have not been fully represented
by weather information.
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Table 4.5 Simultaneous equation model results
Source

Variables

Endogenous
variable

ADR*

ASPM

AAR

NTML

METAR
PCAs

R-squared
Endogenous
variable

ASPM

ADR

NTML

METAR
PCAs

R-square
Number of OBS
Model Applied

Scheduled Departures
Scheduled Arrivals
Ceiling
Visibility
Temperature
Wind Angle
Wind Speed
Flight plan departures
Flight plan arrivals
Perceived - VMC
Perceived -LVMC
Perceived - IMC
Perceived -LIMC
AAR Adjust Cause -OTHER
VMC
MMC(LVMC)
IMC
PCA1
PCA2
PCA3
PCA4
PCA5
PCA6
PCA7
AAR*
Scheduled Departures
Scheduled Arrivals
Ceiling (ASPM)
Visibility (ASPM)
Temperature
Wind Angle
Wind Speed
Flight plan departures
Flight plan arrivals
Perceived - VMC
Perceived -LVMC
Perceived - IMC
Perceived -LIMC
AAR Adjust Cause - OTHER
VMC
MMC(LVMC)
IMC
PCA1
PCA2
PCA3
PCA4
PCA5
PCA6
PCA7

31L, 31R |
31L

13L, 22L | 13R 13L | 13R

4L, 4R | 4L

-1.03(-6.57)

-0.22(-4.11)

0.35(2.49)
-0.09(-4.79)

0.27(2.12)
0.13(5.02)

-0.07(-7.24)

-0.03(-2.57)

0.15(2.58)
-0.06(-4.63)
-0.03(-3.10)

0.09(5.13)

-0.09(-6.51)
0.02(2.81)
-0.02(-2.13)
-7.21(-9.85)
-11.64(-13.10)
-4.84(-7.95)

-6.37(-5.85)
-2.21(-3.09)

-0.10(-4.98)
-0.01(-2.23)
-1.68(-2.83)
-3.93(-11.32)
3.07(4.27)

2.04(2.98)
-1.41(-3.57)
-2.56(-6.06)

-0.20(-5.81)
-0.65(-4.27)
0.386(2.12)
0.0001(5.29)

-0.0001(-3.06)
0.0001(3.41)

0.00004(2.84)
0.00005(2.80)
0.005(2.01)

0.03(2.79)
0.23

0.06

-0.21(-5.40)

0.37

0.37

-0.39(-7.52)

0.13(1.15)

0.39(4.67)

-0.002(-2.39)
-0.72(-5.80)

-0.10(-12.43)
0.15(4.94)
-0.04(-6.85)
-0.02(-2.39)
1.73(2.31)
-3.10(-2.63)

-1.34(-1.78)

7.97(3.57)
1.33(2.33)

-3.44(-3.58)

-0.37(-2.02)
-0.31(-2.18)

0.0001(3.16)

-0.0001(-1.96)

0.16(4.06)
0.02
1352
SURE

0.02(2.09)
0.34
860
3SLS

-0.007(-3.86)
0.14
2256
3SLS
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0.12
646
3SLS

Table 4.5 (Continued)
Source

Variables

22L, 22R |
22R, 31L

22L, 22R |
22R

Endogenous
ADR*
0.16(3.86)
variable
Scheduled Departures
Scheduled Arrivals
-0.007(-2.48)
Ceiling
Visibility
ASPM
Temperature
0.02(5.53)
Wind Angle
Wind Speed
Flight plan departures
Flight plan arrivals
0.003(2.05)
Perceived - VMC
5.50(36.01)
Perceived -LVMC
-1.30(-8.77) 3.41(15.65)
Perceived - IMC
-4.26(-24.67)
AAR NTML
Perceived -LIMC
-6.39(-23.28) -0.54(-2.58)
AAR Adjust Cause -OTHER
VMC
MMC(LVMC)
IMC
PCA1
PCA2
METAR
PCAs
PCA3
PCA4
PCA5
PCA6
0.007(3.51)
PCA7
R-squared
0.68
0.83
Endogenous
AAR*
-0.14(-0.89) 0.04(0.37)
variable
Scheduled Departures
Scheduled Arrivals
Ceiling
0.002(3.10)
Visibility
ASPM
Temperature
-0.04(-3.48) 0.10(3.43)
Wind Angle
Wind Speed
-0.07(-2.57)
Flight plan departures
Flight plan arrivals
-0.20(-2.74)
Perceived - VMC
Perceived -LVMC
Perceived - IMC
-2.10(-2.40)
ADR NTML
Perceived -LIMC
AAR Adjust Cause -OTHER 5.57(3.52)
VMC
MMC(LVMC)
IMC
-1.32(-2.39)
PCA1
PCA2
METAR
PCAs
PCA3
0.0001(3.63)
PCA4
PCA5
PCA6
0.05(2.69)
PCA7
R-square
0.06
0.09
Number of OBS
614
538
Model Applied
3SLS
3SLS
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31R | 31L

4L, 4R | 4L,
22L | 31L
31L

0.12(3.02)
0.33(3.07)
4.74(9.62)
-3.35(-3.05)
-5.33(-3.95)

-0.09(-4.42)
3.40(2.18)
-6.01(-2.72)

3.58(3.41)
-0.84(-1.41)
-0.45(-2.54)
-0.0001 (-1.91)
-0.01(-1.71)
0.23
-0.14(-1.06)

0.23

0.19

0.17(0.77)
-0.04(-1.81)

-0.04(-2.69)

0.26(1.49)
0.12(3.65)

0.38(2.26)

-0.23(-4.02)

0.11(1.67)

2.82(2.77)
3.16(2.84)
-3.30(-2.67)

-0.98(-2.77)

-0.00007(-2.22)
-0.00008(2.43)
0.0001(3.41) -0.00009(2.16)

0.14
411
3SLS

0.13
411
3SLS

0.09
330
SURE

Another significant variable is number of flights intending to arrive during the time period.
The results show that, with all else the same, more flights intending to arrive based on flight plan
during that hour leads to lower AARs.
NTML-recorded controller perceived weather information was also found to be significant
for eight primary runway configurations (except for 4L, 4R | 4L, 31L), especially when the
controller-input weather condition is IMC and LVMC. For example, under runway configuration
31L, 31R | 31, when the perceived weather condition is LVMC, AARs were set as 7 lower than
the average; when the input weather condition is IMC, AAR was set 11 lower than the average.
This trend can also be found for other runway configuration models. However, if JFK was
operating under runway configuration 22L, 22R | 22R and when the perceived weather condition
was VMC, AAR was set 5 more than the average, but under LVMS it is only 3 more than the
average.
Principle components derived from METAR data were found to be significant in the first
four major runway configurations but are insignificant in other runway configuration models.
Table 4.5 also includes R-squares for each AAR and ADR equation. It was found that 1)
AAR estimations are much accurate than ADR, 2) the accuracy of AAR estimations varies for
different runway configurations; under runway configuration 22L, 22R | 22R, AARs can achieve
an estimation accuracy of 83%, and 68% for 22L, 22R | 22R, 31L; AARs for runway configuration
13L, 22L | 13R can only achieve 6% accuracy. These findings also indicate that the variables
identified in this study are not sufficient to estimate AARs under second primary runway
configuration 13L, 22L | 13R.
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4.3 Summary
From the preliminary statistical analysis of AARs, it was observed that the cross effect of
ADRs on AARs is not significant in general, whereas the impact of AARs on the prediction of
ADRs is significant. It was also found that for different runway configurations, statistically
significant factors are very similar, and that visibility, temperature, and airport demand are
significant factors for predicting AARs overall. Perceived weather conditions are a significant
factor that has an effect on determining AARs; when the perceived weather condition is instrument
meteorological condition (IMC) or instrument visual meteorological condition (IVMC), AARs
were set 7 or 12 lower than the average at JFK in 2015. Perceived weather condition is determined
based on air traffic controller experience; for future automation of ATM, minimizing human
involvement is the goal. The preliminary statistical analysis provides insights into the
determination of AAR, which can help develop the predictive models shown in the following
chapters.
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Chapter 5: Airport Acceptance Rate Prediction of Single Airport
5.1 Problem Definition
Automated prediction of dynamic airport capacity is critical for the future of aviation. With
increasingly interrelated weather information and forecasting, powerful computational capability,
and rich databases, more advanced methods can be employed to predict dynamic airport capacity
more precisely. The existing literature applies limited weather forecast information; however, with
the NextGEN weather integration program ongoing, different weather forecasting products will be
available to air traffic management. Dynamic airport capacity can be modeled as a time-dependent
problem, where current capacity status is dependent on previous capacity and other external factors.
However, previous studies on dynamic airport capacity (AAR) used only limited weather forecast
information from a single source; no integrated weather forecast information was well-studied.
How to translate weather forecast information from multiple sources and airport operational
information into real-time airport capacity is a critical component needed for NextGEN automation
goals. In this chapter, two neural network models are proposed—a time-independent model and a
time-dependent model—which can be used to predict real-time AARs of a single airport with the
desired look-ahead horizon, and the predictive performance of these two models is compared.
Station-based aviation weather forecasts TAF and LAMP are used in the models.
5.2 Modeling Framework
5.2.1 Methodology
The overall modeling framework for single airport AAR prediction is illustrated in Figure
5.1. As introduced in Chapter 3, python-based decoding and processing toolboxes were developed
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to automatically translate TAF and LAMP weather forecast data into certain look-ahead hours and
were fused into one-hour intervals. Then, individual flight data (e.g., engine type) from ASPM
were aggregated by hour to obtain hourly counts of different aircraft types based on wake
turbulence (e.g., heavy, light). Third, all data were fused to generate inputs from 1–8-hour lookahead horizons. Finally, all the inputs were fed into the two proposed models—multi-layer neural
network (NN) and stacked long-short-term memory (LSTM)—to predict hourly AARs for a case
study airport, and the predictive performances were compared. For a multi-layer neural network,
AAR predication is treated as a time-independent problem, where inputs and outputs are on an
hourly basis. For the stacked LSTM mode, AAR prediction is treated as a time-dependent
sequencing problem on a day-to-day operation basis, where inputs and outputs are daily (18 hours
from 6:00–12:00 am).

Figure 5.1 Overall modeling framework for single-airport AAR prediction
5.2.2.1 Multi-Layer Neural Network (NN)
AAR prediction is a supervised non-linear regression problem that has both numerical and
categorical variables from different sources as the inputs. Thus, we chose to use a multi-layer NN
that has proved to be a powerful tool for solving non-linear complex prediction problems.
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The proposed NN framework is shown in Figure 5.2. The labeled training samples can be
formulated as (𝑥 (F) , 𝑦) , where 𝑥 (F) is the 𝑖 JK element of the total number of input features n, in this
case 197 after one hot encoding of all categorical inputs with multiple classes, and the output 𝑦, in
this case is the AAR. In the feed-forward process, each circle shown in Figure 5.2 represents a
computational unit or neuron that transfers inputs by applying an activation function. In this case,
we chose the activation function ReLU 𝑓(𝑧) = max (0, 𝑧) because of its computational efficiency.
(U)

(Y)

The output of the first hidden layer is calculated by ℎQ,R S𝑎T V = 𝑓S∑ZF[Y 𝑊FT 𝑥F + 𝑏 (Y) V, where
(Y)

𝑥F is the 𝑖 JK input, 𝑊FT denotes the weight of 𝑖 JK input to j unit in the first hidden layer, and 𝑏 (Y)
is the bias term associated with the hidden layer. The second hidden layer (third layer in the
(^)

(U)

(U)

network) can be calculated using the function ℎQ,R S𝑎] V = 𝑓(∑_
T[Y 𝑊T] 𝑎T
(U)

𝑎T

+ 𝑏 (U) ), where

(U)

is the 𝑗JK unit of second layer, 𝑊T] denotes the weight of 𝑗JK unit to k unit in the third layer,

and 𝑏 (U) is the bias term associated with the hidden layer After testing on different combinations
of neuron size and number of layers, we used the neural network with three hidden layers—the
first with 150 units, the second with 50 units, and the third with 20 units. In the back forward
Y

training process, because the problem is regression, we chose mean square error Z ∑ZF[Y(𝑦ba − 𝑦F )U ,
where 𝑦F is 𝑖 JK element of the true value of AAR in a batch (selected number of samples) and 𝑦ba
𝑖 JK element of the predicted value of AAR in a batch to calculate the loss. The loss generated from
the model in each batch was then applied during the back-propagation process to adjust the weight
matrix of each hidden layer.
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Figure 5.2 Architecture for single airport multi-layer Neural Network model
5.2.2.2 Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
In a traditional NN, the underline assumption is that all inputs (and outputs) are
independent of each other. But, in some cases, observations are sequential information, and current
states could be dependent on previous states. In the existing literature, some studies treat the
prediction of AARs as a time-dependent problem using an ensembled decision tree [10], Bayesian
network [11], or Gaussian process regression [16]. In this study, we used Recurrent NNs (RNNs)
to capture the possible time-dependent feature of AAR prediction.
RNNs are a class of neural networks for processing sequential data in a nonlinear
dynamical system. The core idea of RNN is to make use of sequential information by taking states
from previous steps as input for next-step prediction. In a basic RNN, as the unrolled
computational graph shown in Figure 5.3, the input and output layers are characterized by
feedforward connections and the model computes new states by applying a hyperbolic tangent
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activation (tanh) function of previous states and inputs. The recurrent inputs derived from the
previous set of hidden unit activations are fed back into the network along with other inputs,
enabling sequencing learning. The functions below were used to calculate the hidden state and the
output for each time step using the hyperbolic tangent function:
ℎJ = 𝑓(𝑊cK 𝑥J + 𝑊KK ℎJdY + 𝑏K )
𝑧J = 𝑓(𝑊Ke ℎJ + 𝑏e )
where 𝑥J is the input, ℎJ is the hidden state, 𝑧J is the output at time step t, and 𝑓 denotes the
f g df hg

element-wise tanh activation function: 𝑓(𝑥) = f g if hg .

Figure 5.3 Computational graph of basic RNN
Although the basic RNN captures the time dependence of the sequential data, it is very
difficult to train due to the resulting long-term dependencies caused by gradient vanish and
explosion [32]. During the training process, computing the gradient involves repeated tanh. Basic
RNNs could have a zero gradient and drive other gradients in previous layers towards zero. Thus,
gradient values shrink exponentially and eventually vanish. To solve this problem, a class of gated
RNNs was developed, among which is the LSTM neural network introduced by Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber [32], which is a widely-used gated RNN.
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5.2.2.3 Stacked Long Short-Term Memory (S-LSTM)
The features of LSTM are suitable to solve time-dependency prediction problems in
transportation and weather forecasting. For example, Ma et al. [26] evaluated the performance of
three types of RNNs in short-term (1 hour) traffic speed prediction and they also compared them
with other machine learning methods such as SVMs, ARIMA, and Kalman filters. In their study,
they found that LSTM networks is the best approach. The LSTM model also was applied to predict
precipitation by combining LSTM with a convolutional NN to capture the space-temporal
characteristics of precipitation [27]. In our study, we used the LSTM cell described in [38], which
was modified from the original LSTM cell proposed in [32].
Different from basic RNN that uses only a tanh activation function in the recurrent cell, in
the LSTM model the recurrent cell uses a gated structure that include four gates to determine what
to “remember” and what to “forget.” The functions below were used to update the LSTM cell for
time step t given inputs xJ , hkdY and 𝑐JdY :
Forget gate: 𝑓J = 𝑔(Wcm xJ + WKm hJdY + bm )
Input gate: 𝑖J = 𝑔(WcF xJ + WKF hJdY + bF )
Output gate: 𝑜J = 𝑔(Wco xJ + WKo hJdY + bo )
Input transform: 𝑐_𝑖𝑛J = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(Wcq xJ + WKq hJdY + bq_FZ )
State update: 𝑐J = 𝑓J ⨀ 𝑐JdY + 𝑖J ⨀ 𝑐_𝑖𝑛J

ℎJ = 𝑜J ⨀ tanh (𝑐J )

where 𝑔 denotes the sigmoid function 𝑔(𝑥) = (1 + 𝑒 dc )dY and ⨀ denotes element-wise product
of the two vectors. The memory cell unit 𝑐J is a sum of the previous memory cell and transformed
input that takes in inputs and the previous hidden state. The values of the function of forget gate,
input gate, and output gate lie within the range [0,1], and the input values are squashed within [-1,
1] by the hyperbolic tangent function.
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To capture the potential time-dependent feature of AAR modeling, the second learning
model for the single airport scenario that we propose is a stacked LSTM, as shown in Figure 5.4.
The model takes in the sequence of inputs of 18 hours from 6:00–12:00 am and generates output
at each time step. To compare with the proposed multi-layer neural networks, we used the LSTM
model with three stacked layers—the first hidden layer with 150 units, the second with 50 units,
and the third with 20 units, which are the same layer numbers and unit sizes used in the NN model.
In the back-forward training process, we also used a mean square error,

Y
Z

∑ZF[Y(𝑦ba − 𝑦F )U , where

𝑦F is 𝑖 JK element of the true value of AAR in a batch (selected number of samples) and 𝑦ba 𝑖 JK
element of the predicted value of AAR in a batch, to calculate the loss. The total loss is the
weighted sum of the loss from each time step.

Figure 5.4 Architecture for single-airport LSTM model
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5.3 Model Inputs
5.3.1 Data Preparation
For modeling single airport AARs, we used operational data from ASPM and NTML and
only station-based aviation weather forecast data—Terminal Aerodrome Forecast (TAF) and The
Localized Aviation MOS Program (LAMP).
As discussed in Chapter 3, a TAF report is routinely issued every 6 hours (0, 6, 18, and 24
UTC time), and it is expected to be valid for next 24–30 hours. However, when the current TAF
no longer adequately describes the ongoing weather or is not representative of the current or
expected weather, an amended TAF message will be published (normally within three hours). Thus,
TAF data overlap forecast weather information from different issuing times. In this study, we used
the most recent updated weather elements from a TAF message; for example, if there is an
amendment that includes visibility change but no wind direction change, we used the newlyupdated visibility and the previously-forecasted wind direction. Then, for time t and look-ahead
hour h, the TAF data were the most recent available forecast elements for time t + h. LAMP data
is weather forecast data issued every hour for next 25 hours using a statistical post-processing
model in the text format. After decoding LAMP from a text message, we merged the LAMP data
with TAF data by hour for a specific look-ahead hour. Based on the preliminary study summarized
in Chapter 4, weather forecast elements selected from different sources that have significant effect
on AAR determination are listed in Table 5.1.
AAR-adjusted cause data from NTML data were included in the model for capturing
airport conditions such as runway closure and equipment outage. Then, airport flight-plan-based
arrival and departure demand, airline schedules, and airport hourly AAR were obtained from the
ASPM database hourly report. Flight mix information, such as number of heavy aircraft, etc., were
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aggregated data calculated from the ASPM individual flight dataset. All input variables (total 43)
are listed in Table 5.1, and the target variable is hourly AAR at a single airport.
Table 5.1 Data description for single airport model
Source
ASPM

NTML
TAF

LAMP

Name
oag_dep
oag_arr
dep_demand
arr_demand
dep_rate
arr_rate
heavy_arr
light_arr
light/medium_arr
medium_arr
adjust
wind_d
wind_s
wind_g
t_visibility
windshear_h
windshear_d
windshear_s
taf_intst
taf_pcpt1
taf_pcpt2
taf_obscrt
taf_vcnt
taf_other
taf_dscrp
taf_sky1
taf_sky2
taf_sky3
t_cldhgt1
t_cldhgt2
t_cldhgt3
taf_cld1
taf_cld2
taf_cld3
lamp_tmp
lamp_dpt
lamp_wdr
lamp_wsp
lamp_wgs
lamp_cld_num
lamp_cig
lamp_ccg
lamp_vis
lamp_cvs
lamp_obv_num

Data type
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
categorical
categorical
integer
integer
categorical
integer
categorical
integer
categorical
categorical
categorical
categorical
categorical
categorical
categorical
categorical
categorical
categorical
integer
integer
integer
categorical
categorical
categorical
integer
integer
categorical
integer
integer
categorical
categorical
categorical
categorical
categorical
categorical

Description
Count of scheduled departures
Count of scheduled arrivals
Number of aircraft intending to depart for period
Number of aircraft intending to arrive for period
Airport departure rate (ADR)
Airport acceptance rate (AAR)
Number of heavy aircraft arrival
Number of light aircraft arrival
Number of light to medium aircraft arrival
Number of medium aircraft arrival
AAR adjust cause
3-digit true-north direction, nearest 10 degrees
2-digit, speed and unit, KT (KMH or MPS)
Wind gust, 00000KT for calm
Prevailing visibility in statute miles
Low-level (<2000ft) wind shear height (hundreds of ft)
Low-level (<2000ft) wind shear direction
Low-level (<2000ft) wind shear speed
Intensity, e.g., heavy, light
Weather phenomena precipitation type, e.g., rain, snow
Weather phenomena precipitation type
Weather phenomena obscuration type, e.g., mist, haze, fog
Vicinity weather phenomena, e.g., showers
Other, e.g., dust storm
Weather phenomena description, e.g., thunderstorm
Sky cover type: clear, few, scattered, broken, overcast
Sky cover type: clear, few, scattered, broken, overcast
Sky cover type: clear, few, scattered, broken, overcast
Cloud height in hundreds of ft, low layer
Cloud height in hundreds of ft, medium layer
Cloud height in hundreds of ft, high layer
If cumulonimbus present or not, low layer
If cumulonimbus present or not, medium layer
If cumulonimbus present or not, high layer
Surface temperature
Surface dewpoint
10-meter wind direction (tens of degrees)
10-meter wind speed (knots)
10-meter wind gust at hour (knots)
Total sky cover, e.g., clear, few
Ceiling height, e.g., <1/2 miles
Conditional ceiling height on precipitation occurring
Visibility, e.g. <200 ft and 200–400 ft
Conditional visibility on precipitation occurring
Obstruction to vision categorical forecasts at hour, e.g., fog, haze
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5.3.2 Variable Description
1) Airport operations
Airport demand is the number of arrival and departure aircraft determined according to
flight schedules or by updated flight plans. Thus, in this study, four inputs associated with airport
demand were included—scheduled arrival and departure flights and flight-plan-based arrival and
departure flights. When the airport encounters certain special conditions that can cause capacity
reduction, those conditions are noted as AAR adjustment causes and usually include four types—
runway closure, taxiway closure, equipment outage, and other.
2) Fleet mix
Separation rules are applied for specific pairs of aircrafts; thus, the aircraft fleet mix affects
airport capacity. We employed the ICAO Wake Turbulence Category [41] and aircraft type
obtained from ASPM individual flight data to aggregate the number of arrival flights per hour into
four wake turbulence categories—Large, Medium, Light/Medium, and Light.
3) Wind
Wind speed and wind direction are two key factors in the determination of feasible runways
and, potentially, runway occupancy time. Thus, airport capacity will also be impacted by a change
in wind conditions. Currently, traffic managers/supervisors refer to local instruments that report
winds from sensors (METAR and TAF). Wind lofts are from approximately 17,000 ft to the
surface, which can result in high degrees of compression and variability in air and ground speeds
and adversely impact the ability of TRACON controllers to merge arrival streams. In addition to
using METAR and TAF, reports of wind loft are requested from pilots flying aircraft at various
altitudes. Wind-related forecast elements obtained from both TAF and LAMP include wind speed,
wind direction, and wind gust.
7) Ceiling, visibility and cloud
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Reduced ceiling and visibility may limit the range of feasible landing procedures, runway
usage, and achievable spacing on final approach. When visibility is reduced to four miles, the
ATCT serves as the source for visibility measures. Because poor visibility conditions have a
significant impact on operations, traffic managers communicate the status verbally from the ATCT
to the TRACON and from there to the ARTCC and Command Center. Cloud information such as
cloud amount in the sky, cloud height, and cumulonimbus status can be corelated to visibility and
ceiling.
8) Weather phenomena
Weather phenomenon information is also important for traffic management. Adverse
weather usually is in the form of snow, storm, and heavy precipitation, all of which could reduce
the AARs and should be included in modeling.
5.4 Experiment
5.4.1 Experiment Results
For the case study of JFK in 2015, a total of 6,570 observations (365 days, 18 hours per
day from 6:00–12:00 am) under each look-ahead hour were collected. For NN model, the data
were randomly split into training and testing datasets, with 80% for training and 20% for testing.
For the stacked LSTM model, data were reshaped into the sequence to represent daily operations
of 18 hours. For the 365 samples, 80% were randomly chosen for training and the remaining 20%
for testing. Figure 5.4 shows the 1-hour look-ahead horizon model convergence performance
represented by loss values from the two models. Root mean square error (RMSE) v

∑{
bx dwy )z
y|}(w
Z

Y

and mean absolute error (MAE) Z ∑ZF[Y |𝑦ba − 𝑦F | were used to measure the prediction performance,
where 𝑦F is 𝑖 JK element of the true value of AAR in a batch and 𝑦ba is the 𝑖 JK element of the
predicted value of AAR in a batch.
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Figure 5.5 Modeling convergences for training and testing for 1-hour look-ahead time (left:
LSTM, right: NN)
It can be seen from Figure 5.5 that both models converge well after 500 epochs. Table 5.2
summarizes the model performances through different look-ahead horizons using two metrics,
RMSE and MAE. Overall, the NN model yields better results than the LSTM model. On average,
the NN model can achieve 1.51 lower root mean square errors and 1.84 lower mean absolute errors
compared with the LSTM model. It is also observed that either model has same level of predictive
performance throughout the look-ahead horizon from next 1–8 hours.
Table 5.2 AAR prediction performance from 1–8 hour look-ahead horizon
Lookahead
hour
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Average

LSTM

NN

RMSE

MAE

RMSE

MAE

10.75
10.74
10.73
10.75
10.74
10.75
10.74
10.74

9.23
9.22
9.20
9.22
9.22
9.23
9.22
9.23

9.00
9.09
9.04
8.86
9.19
9.40
8.96
9.01

7.14
7.15
7.16
7.10
7.39
7.48
7.12
7.17

10.74

9.22

9.07

7.21

5.4.2 Feature Importance Analysis
To interpret the model and investigate the most important factors that help achieve better
predictive performance, we applied the Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME)
method proposed by Ribeiro et al. in 2016 [32]. LIME is model-agnostic method that can be
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applied to any machine learning model. The core technique of this method is to observe how the
prediction changes by perturbing the one selected sample after the model parameters have been
generated from the training dataset. The model modifies a single data sample by randomly
changing the feature values and then applies the newly-generated data sample to the trained model
to check the prediction error. The feature importance explainer defined in [40], 𝜉(𝑥), which is a
vector of important measures of features, is obtained by:
𝜉(𝑥) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛€ ℒ(𝑓, 𝑔, Πc ) + Ω(𝑔)
where 𝑓 is the function obtained from trained machine learning model; 𝑔 is an interpretable model
such as linear regression or decision tree; Ω(𝑔) represents the measurement of complexity of the
trained model; 𝑓(𝑥) is the error value of sample 𝑥; and Πc is the approximate measures between
selected 𝑥 to perturbed samples surrounding 𝑥. By minimizing ℒ(𝑓, 𝑔, Πc ) , which measures how
wrong 𝑔 is while approximating 𝑓 in the local vicinity defined by Πc , we can obtain the explainer
𝜉(𝑥).
Figure 5.5 shows the average feature importance results by applying the LIME method to
the 1-hour look-ahead NN model. We randomly selected 20 samples from the testing dataset to
calculate the explainer 𝜉(𝑥), then obtained the average value of the 20 explainers and selected the
top 30 features. Linear regression was employed to approximate the local faithful to the output.
The results show that a loft cloud condition message from the TAF report is a significant factor
for predicting AARs. If a high-level cloud condition (>25000 ft) is reported in the TAF, on average,
the AAR would be 17.6 higher than the average AAR. It was also observed that when there was
no rain or snow, AARs would be 8.5 higher than the average. Also, when the number of aircraft
intending to arrive based on flight plans exceeded 45, the AAR value would be set 6.5 lower than
the average.
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From the overall feature importance analysis, it can be concluded that loft cloud condition
is an important factor for the prediction of AARs. Inclement wind conditions, for example, highlevel wind shear and high wind speed, can negatively impact AARs. In addition, the overall
atmosphere pattern surrounding airport can significantly affect AARs.
cloud height>25000 ft
snow and ice pellet is not presented
20000 ft >cloud height>25000 ft
number of aircraft arrival(flight plan)>45
ice pellet and rain not presented
number of aircraft arrival(flight plan)<=24
surface dewpoint<=28 F
10000 ft <cloud height<25000 ft
10000 ft >cloud height
wind shear direction is not 190 degree
wind shear direction is not 150 degree
4000 ft >cloud height
wind direction is not 80 degree
20000 ft >cloud height>10000 ft
visibility<=5 statute mile
number of medium aircraft arrivals<=17
temperature<=43 F
number of medium aircraft arrivals>28
win direction is not 80 degree
wind direction is not 140 degree
ceiling is not under 200 ft
wind direction is not 120 degree
10000 ft >cloud height>4000 ft
number of scheduled arrivals<=21
surface dewpoint>59 F
wind direction is not 70 degree
wind direction is not 130 degree
-9

-4.5

0

4.5

9

13.5

18

Figure 5.6 Feature importance analysis from LIME model based on results from NN model
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5.5 Summary
This chapter proposed two neural network models to predict single airport acceptance rate
using aviation weather forecast data from TAF and LAMP and operational data from ASPM and
NTML. Feature importance analysis was applied to understand the weather forecast elements that
have a significant impact on AAR predictions. Results indicate that the multi-layer neural network,
without considering the time-dependence of the sequential data, yields better results than the
stacked LSTM model, considering the time-dependence of the sequential data. The experimental
study of JFK airport showed that the average root mean square obtained from the multi-layer neural
network was 9.07 and the average mean absolute error was 7.21. From the feature importance
analysis, it is observed that loft information such as cloud condition and wind status are important
factors that can significantly impact AAR predictions.
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Chapter 6: Runway Configurations and AAR Prediction
for Multi-Airport System
6.1 Problem Definition
Accurate prediction of runway configuration and AAR given weather forecasts is critical
for the next generation of efficient air traffic management and airport operation. In areas where
multiple airports are present, operational interdependency among airports makes accurate
prediction much more complex and mathematically difficult to formulate. These areas, called
metroplexes with multi-airport systems, are composed of two or more major airports that usually
serve the air traffic of a metropolitan area and have coordinated operations. For other nonmetropolitan areas, they may also have multi-airport systems where some airports act as reliever
airports in case of congestion or reduced capacity at other airport(s).
Airports in a multi-airport system need to have synchronized operations to effectively use
the limited terminal airspace, especially when capacity is constrained by inclement weather
conditions or other factors. These airports usually share only one TRACON; for example, three
major airports in New York are in TRACON N90. Air traffic control personnel at each airport
select runway configuration, whereas air traffic managers/planners in the TRACON determine
AARs for these airports for the next one or several hours based on various sources of weather
forecast and airport conditions (e.g., runway closure). Accurate prediction of AARs is the key to
enable efficient air traffic flow management. Underestimating AARs could cause unnecessary
ground delays and underutilize airport/airspace resources. Overestimating AARs could increase
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airborne delays where aircraft must be held or even diverted until receiving confirmation of
entering terminal airspace for safe landing.
In multi-airport systems, the task of selecting runway configurations and setting
appropriate AARs is challenging, because they both heavily depend on weather forecasts in a
large-scale terminal area, so spatial features of weather forecasts should not be ignored. Currently,
air traffic control personnel lack sufficient tools to assist them to translate weather forecast
information from multiple sources into real-time runway configuration and AARs. In addition,
under current operational protocol, runway configuration and AARs are determined by the
coordination of different entities, which requires intensive verbal communications. Thus, a
decision-making tool that can predict runway configuration and AARs in real-time for a metroplex
is an urgent need.
This chapter presents a data-driven deep learning framework for predicting both runway
configurations and AARs to support efficient air traffic management for complex multi-airport
systems. There are two major contributions of this work. First, the proposed model uses an
ensembled gridded weather forecast for the terminal airspace instead of an isolated station-based
terminal weather forecast that serves only aviation. Second, the model captures the operational
interdependency aspects inherent in the parameter learning process so that the proposed modeling
framework can predict both runway configuration and AARs simultaneously with higher accuracy
than the studies in the existing literature.
In this study, the New York multi-airport system was used as the case system. In next
several subsections, the New York multi-airport system is described and the methodology and
experiment based on this case are discussed.
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6.2 New York Multi-Airports System
The New York multi-airport system (NY-MAS) is composed of three major commercial
airports—John F. Kennedy International (JFK), Newark International (EWR), and LaGuardia
(LGA)—as well as several secondary commercial and general aviation airports. According to the
Bureau of Transportation Statistics 2018 [39], approximately 5.4% of domestic flights and 9.0%
of international flights in the U.S were served by the three major commercial airports. Increasing
air traffic volume and capricious weather conditions make NY-MAS one of busiest and most
complex systems in regard of air traffic management and operations in the U.S. and worldwide.
TRACON-N90 is a consolidated operation center that provides air traffic management
service and operational guidance to NY-MAS. For JFK, EWR, and LGA, each airport has an Air
Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) that is responsible for supervising safe air traffic control, which
includes but is not limited to directing aircraft landing, take-off, and taxi and runway scheduling.
Given the limited airspace and high density of air traffic, airports in NY-MAS need to coordinate
runway scheduling and capacity planning. Table 6.1 lists the most frequently used runway
configuration sets in NY-MAS in 2015, and Figure 6.1 shows the top two primary used runway
configurations in NY-MAS. Depending on spatial weather conditions and airport operations, the
metroplex will have different dominant arrival and departure streams [17]. The runway
configurations shown in red are those used 9.1% of the time in 2015, serving south arrival flow,
i.e., aircraft mainly entering the terminal airspace from the south corner posts. The runway
configurations used 5.8% of the time in 2015 are shown as blue arrows, which correspond to the
north arrival flow [17].
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Table 6.1 Primary runway configurations at NY-MAS in 2015
JFK Runway
Configuration
13L,22L|13R
31L,31R|31L
31L,31R|31L
22L,22R|22R,31L

Frequency
9.1%
5.8%
4.2%
3.3%

LGA Runway
Configuration
22|13
31|4
22|31
22|31

EWR Runway
Configuration
22L|22R
4R|4L
22L|22R
22L|22R

Figure 6.1 Primary runway configurations at NY-MAS in 2015
6.3 Methodology
6.3.1 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a class of Deep Neural Network that is applied
widely in image learning and video processing. Different from ordinary DNN, which takes vectors
as inputs, the inputs of CNN are 3-D tensors, where the first two dimensions are horizontal and
vertical positions and the third is the features or channels. For image classification and schematic
analysis, the horizontal and vertical positions are the location of a certain pixel, and the features
are usually RGB values that compose the one pixel. In this problem, the inputs are also 3-D
tensor—the positions are latitude and longitude of a certain grid, and features are weather forecast
elements in each grid.
The core technique of a CNN layer is using a 3-D matrix called a kernel, then taking the
dot product of the kernel and the extracted windows of the same size from the input tensor, then
applying a non-linear activation function to obtain a feature map that contains various
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representations of the input tensor. Each kernel is set an initial weight, then the weight is updated
after each learning iteration during the training process using a stochastic gradient decent algorithm.
In this way, the model can handle complex non-linear spatial problems in which the network can
learn to transform the input into the most representative features that can be used for classification
and regression.
6.3.2 Model Inputs
The data used in this study were the hourly Rapid Refresh (RAP) weather forecast in 2015
within 200 nautical miles in the vicinity of NY-MAS, as illustrated in Figure 6.2. RAP data are the
continental-scale numerical weather forecast data disseminated and maintained by NOAA and
have been used by numerous entities to obtain accurate short-term weather forecast information.
They provide severe weather and hazard information together with other general weather condition
elements aloft and on the surface. The data are formatted in 3-D grids with two versions, 13-km
and 3-km horizontal resolution. In this study, we used the 13-km horizontal resolution version.
Each grid in the 13-km resolution version contains approximately 315 weather forecast elements
in total within 72 vertical layers.
RAP weather forecast data of a 1–18-hour look-ahead horizon in 2015 were requested from
NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) servers. The data were then
decoded and pre-processed by filtering latitude and longitude to include an area of a 200 × 200
nautical miles rectangular terminal area in the vicinity of New York, as shown in Figure 6.2. The
200 × 200 nautical miles area is represented by 29 × 29 grid points, each containing weather
elements representing the weather condition of the 13 × 13 km grid; the associated latitude and
longitude are the centroid of each grid.
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Figure 6.2 Selected RAP weather forecast area in grids
Base on the literature review discussed in Chapter 2, 64 weather forecast elements from 18
vertical layers were selected. The selected weather forecast elements included 24 surface variables
and 20 aloft variables, as listed in Table 6.2. Among the 64 elements, 4 are categorical variables
and the other 60 elements are numerical variables. The numerical variables selected are on a wide
range of scales. Input and output variables that have large scale discrepancies can make the
optimization process difficult because of the large gradient during CNN training. Thus, a maximin
normalization method was applied to scale all input weather elements into [0, 1], following the
function 𝑋Zo‡_ = ˆ

ˆd ˆ‰y{

‰Šg d ˆ‰y{

, where 𝑋Zo‡_ is the normalized vector of input variable, 𝑋 is the

original vector of input elements, and 𝑋_FZ and 𝑋_‹c are the minimal and maximum vector of
input features.
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Table 6.2 Selected weather elements from RAP
Layer
1000 m above ground
1000 m above ground
180-0 mb above ground
180-0 mb above ground
180-0 mb above ground
2 m above ground
2 m above ground
2 m above ground
2 m above ground
2 m above ground
2 m above ground
255-0 mb above ground
255-0 mb above ground
255-0 mb above ground
3000-0 m above ground
4000 m above ground
500 mb
500 mb
500 mb
500 mb
500 mb
500 mb
500 mb
500-1000 mb
6000-0 m above ground
6000-0 m above ground
6000-0 m above ground
6000-0 m above ground
90-0 mb above ground
90-0 mb above ground
Convective cloud top level
Entire atmosphere
Entire atmosphere
Entire atmosphere
Entire atmosphere
Entire atmosphere
Equilibrium level
High cloud layer
Low cloud layer
Middle cloud layer
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface

Acronyms
REFD
HLCY
4LFTX
CAPE
CIN
DEPR
DPT
POT
RH
SPFH
TMP
CAPE
CIN
PLPL
HLCY
REFD
ABSV
HGT
RH
TMP
UGRD
VGRD
VVEL
LFTX
USTM
VSTM
VUCSH
VVCSH
CAPE
CIN
HGT
PWAT
REFC
RETOP
RHPW
TCDC
HGT
HCDC
LCDC
MCDC
ACPCP
BGRUN
CAPE
CFRZR
CICEP
CIN
CRAIN
CSNOW
EPOT
GUST
HGT
HINDEX
HPBL

Description
Derived radar reflectivity
Storm relative helicity
Best (4-layer) lifted index
Convective Available Potential Energy
Convective inhibition
Dew point depression (or deficit)
Dew point temperature
Potential temperature
Relative humidity
Specific humidity
Temperature
Convective Available Potential Energy
Convective inhibition
Pressure of level from which parcel was lifted
Storm relative helicity
Derived radar reflectivity
Absolute vorticity
Geopotential height
Relative humidity
Temperature
u-component of wind
v-component of wind
Vertical velocity (pressure)
Surface lifted index
u-component of storm motion
v-component of storm motion
Vertical u-component shear
Vertical v-component shear
Convective Available Potential Energy
Convective inhibition
Geopotential height
Precipitable water
Maximum/Composite radar reflectivity
Radar Echo Top (18.3 DBZ)
Relative humidity with respect to precipitable water
Total cloud cover
Geopotential height
High cloud cover
Low cloud cover
Medium cloud cover
Convective precipitation
Subsurface runoff (baseflow)
Convective Available Potential Energy
Categorical freezing rain (yes=1; no=0)
Categorical ice pellets (yes=1; no=0)
Convective inhibition
Categorical rain (yes=1; no=0)
Categorical snow (yes=1; no=0)
Potential temperature
Surface wind gust
Geopotential height
Haines Index (dryness)
Planetary boundary layer height
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Unit
dbZ
m2/s2
K
J/kg
J/kg
K
K
K
%
kg/kg
K
J/kg
J/kg
Pa
m2/s2
dbZ
/s
gpm
%
K
m/s
m/s
Pa/s
K
m/s
m/s
/s
/s
J/kg
J/kg
gpm
kg/m2
m
%
%
gpm
%
%
%
kg/m2
kg/m2
J/kg
non-dim
non-dim
J/kg
non-dim
non-dim
K
m/s
gpm
m

Table 6.2 (Continued)
Layer
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface

Acronyms
LTNG
MSTAV
NCPCP
PRATE
PRES
PTEND
SNOD
SSRUN
TMP
VIS
WEASD

Description
Lightning
Moisture availability
Large scale precipitation (non-conv.)
Precipitation rate
Pressure
Pressure tendency
Snow depth
Storm surface runoff
Temperature
Visibility
Water equivalent of accumulated snow depth

Unit
non-dim
%
kg/m2
kg/m2/s
Pa
Pa/s
m
kg/m2
K
m
kg/m2

6.3.3 Model Outputs
Airport hourly operation reports from the ASPM database were used to obtain runway
configuration and AARs for JFK, LGA, and EWR. There were 41 runway configurations recorded
at JFK throughout 2015; however, only 17 were used more than 1% of the time. At LGA and
EWR, 14 and 10 primary runway configurations were used more than 1% of the time, respectively.
All other runway configurations used less than 1% of the time at each airport were noted as
“Other.” The primary runway configurations for the three airports and the corresponding AAR
distributions are shown in Figures 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5. JFK and EWR did not have a case when AARs
were equal to 0; however, LGA had 15 AARs equal to 0 caused by airport closure or other
operational concerns. These data were not excluded from the model because they can capture the
impacts of convective weather on airport capacity. From the distribution of AARs at these three
airports, AARs are not standard distributed for most runway configurations. Also, the layout of
runway configuration could have an impact on the variations of AAR distributions. For JFK and
LGA, with more intersecting runways involved, such as 22L, 22R|22R, 31L and 22|13, the higher
variations of AAR distribution are presented.
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Figure 6.3 JFK primary runway configurations (>1%) and corresponding AAR distribution

Figure 6.4 LGA primary runway configurations (>1%) and corresponding AAR distribution

Figure 6.5 EWR primary runway configurations (>1%) and corresponding AAR distribution
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6.3.4 Runway Configuration and AAR Net – Multi-CNN
The overall modeling framework is shown in Figure 6.6. The model includes four multilayer CNNs that take in the same input tensor and then feed into different multi-layer CNN models
for different training purposes. The top three CNN branches shown in Figure 6.6 have the same
model architecture (see Figure 6.7) and are used for predicting hourly runway configurations for
each airport. The fourth CNN branch is used for predicting AARs of the three airports (see Figure
6.8 for model architecture). The overall model input is a 3-D tensor with a size of 29 × 29 × 64,
where 64 is the normalized weather elements produced from processed RAP gridded data and the
outputs are airport runway configurations and AARs within the study multi-airport system. The
output of each runway configuration CNN branch is an n × 1 vector, where n is the number of
runway configuration categories (classes) for that airport. The outputs of AAR CNN branches are
AAR values for each airport.

Figure 6.6 Multi-airport system RWAAR modeling framework
Prediction of runway configurations is a classification problem and prediction of AARs is
a regression problem; thus, two types of function were used to calculate the loss for each model
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branch. In the runway configuration CNN branch shown in Figure 6.4, we applied softmax

Ž•• (wy )
∑‘ w ‘

to compute the probability that the training sample i belongs to class j. Then we used cross entropy
JK
− ∑•
b)
element of target vector, 𝑦ba is
a to calculate overall model loss, where 𝑦F is 𝑖
F 𝑦F log(𝑦

𝑖 JK element of probability obtained from softmax function, and 𝐾 is the number of classes (also the
length of output vector, in this case the class of runway configurations). In the AAR CNN branch
∑{
bx dwy )z
y|}(w

illustrated in Figure 6.8, the loss function used is the root mean square error v

Z

, where

𝑦F is the 𝑖 JK element of the true AAR value and 𝑦ba is the 𝑖 JK element of the predicted value of AARs
in a batch. The following weighted loss was used to calculate the total loss of the whole RWAAR
net using function:
𝐿 ˜oJ‹™ = 𝑊š›•_œQ 𝑙š›•_œQ + 𝑊•žE_œQ 𝑙•žE_œQ + 𝑊ŸQœ_œQ 𝑙ŸQœ_œQ + 𝑊EEœ 𝑙EEœ
where 𝑙š›•_œQ , 𝑙•žE_œQ , 𝑙ŸQœ_œQ , and 𝑙EEœ are the losses calculated from each CNN branch, as
shown in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.7 Runway configuration CNN branch
The runway configuration CNN branch takes in the 3-D input tensor and feeds it into a
two-layer CNN with a kernel size of 3 × 3 and using ReLU activation function 𝑓(𝑧) = max (0, 𝑧).
The convoluted outputs are then normalized and filtered through a max pooling layer with dropout
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rate 0.3. Finally, two more double convolutional layers are applied followed by max pooling and
dropout layers. The output of this branch is a 𝑛 × 1 vector, where 𝑛 is the number of runway
configurations. Figure 6.8 shows the AAR model branch with only two double convolutional
layers. The hyperparameters used in this branch are the same as those in runway configuration
branches.

Figure 6.8 AARs CNN branch
6.4 Experiment Results
6.4.1 Results Analysis
The total number of samples for each look-ahead hour was 6,570, among which 80% were
randomly selected as the training set and the remaining 20% as the testing set. After tuning
different weights of the total loss function, the weight ratio leading to best performance was
𝑊š›•_œQ : 𝑊•žE_œQ : 𝑊ŸQœ_œQ : 𝑊EEœ = 10: 10: 10: 0.75. The predictive performance of the
proposed RWAAR net was evaluated for look-ahead horizons from the next 1–8 hours. Two
statistical performance metrics—root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error
(MAE)—were used to evaluate the predictive performance.
∑Z (𝑦ba − 𝑦F )U
RMSE = © F[Y
𝑛
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MAE =

Z
1
« |𝑦ba − 𝑦F |
𝑛
F[Y

where 𝑦ba is the predicted AAR for sample i, 𝑦F is the true value for sample i, and n is the total
number of samples in the testing dataset.
The accuracy of runway configuration prediction for NY-MAS is shown in Figure 6.9.
Throughout the forecast horizons, the average accuracies of predicting airport hourly runway
configurations for JFK, LGA, and EWR are 79.21%, 85.86%, and 87.25%, respectively.

Figure 6.9 Runway configuration prediction performance for New York multi-airport system
The performance of AAR prediction for NY-MAS is shown in Figure 6.10. The model can
predict AARs at JFK with an average root mean square error 5.85 or mean absolute error 4.2
throughout the look-ahead horizons. The proposed modeling framework works better for
predicting AARs of LGA and EWR, with the root mean square error 2.91 and 2.29, respectively,
and the mean absolute error 2.13 and 1.67, respectively. Model performance kept steady
throughout the forecast horizons. It is reasonable that the learning model achieved better predictive
performance for LGA and EWR because JFK has more runway configurations from which air
traffic control personnel can select, and JFK also has more disperse AAR distributions, as shown
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in Figure 6.3. The overall performance measurements for these three airports are listed in Table
6.3. The convergence performance of the models for each look-ahead horizon are shown in
Appendix C.

Figure 6.10 AAR prediction performance for New York multi-airport system
Table 6.3 RWAAR net overall performance
Lookahead
hour

JFK runway
configuration
accuracy

LGA runway
configuration
accuracy

EWR runway
configuration
accuracy

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Avg.

79.7%
81.3%
79.2%
77.1%
74.8%
81.6%
79.0%
81.0%
79.21%

86.7%
87.0%
80.8%
83.2%
85.8%
86.9%
89.5%
87.0%
85.86%

87.9%
85.9%
87.5%
86.0%
88.6%
88.1%
85.5%
88.5%
87.25%

JFK AAR
RMSE
5.95
5.72
6.14
5.85
5.86
5.56
6.05
5.65
5.85

MAE
4.42
4.36
4.77
4.50
4.60
4.14
4.65
4.37
4.48

LGA AAR
RMSE
2.79
2.79
3.29
2.91
3.23
2.72
2.81
2.76
2.91

MAE
1.96
2.06
2.31
2.14
2.43
1.97
2.06
2.09
2.13

EWR AAR
RMSE
2.07
2.27
2.29
2.38
2.41
2.28
2.35
2.24
2.29

MAE
1.58
1.69
1.68
1.73
1.73
1.66
1.72
1.60
1.67

As discussed in the literature review (Chapter 2), the most recent study on AAR prediction
for airports in a metroplex is [16]. Their study applied a Gaussian process regression model to
study the three major airports in NY-MAS. The authors used the trajectory tracks and weather
forecast in the selected 69 days from 2013 to 2015 to predict AARs for JFK, LGA, and EWR for
1–8 hour look-ahead horizons and applied a mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)
Y¬¬%
Z

wbx dwy

∑ZF[Y ®

wy

® to measure the model performance. To compare the predictive performance of
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the proposed RWAAR with the model in [16], MAPE from JFK and EWR AAR predictions were
calculated. For LGA, because AAR=0 cases were presented, MAPE is not an appropriate
measurement for this airport. Previous studies on runway configuration selections for a single
airport took NY airports as their case study, and [24] applied discrete choice model to predict 15minute runway configurations for SFO, EWR, and LGA using weather observations from ASPM
in 2011 and 2012. [25] used logistic regression to predict runway configurations for JFK and LGA.
The prediction accuracy of runway configuration can be compared from the proposed RWAAR
net with the results from these two studies.
Comparison of performance of the proposed RWAAR net with those from the existing
literature is summarized in Table 6.4. For AAR prediction, the proposed RWAAR net can achieve
lower MAPE for JFK and EWR. Especially for EWR, the proposed model can achieve 5.2% lower
error. Although MAPE for LGA could not be calculated, as shown in Table 6.3, prediction of
AARs for LGA and EWR have a similar level of predictive performance; thus, presumably, AAR
prediction for LGA would have the similar level of MAPE with EWR, which is better than that
from the existing literature. For runway configuration prediction, compared with current-state-ofart, RWAAR can achieve 16.2% higher accuracy for JFK, 4.6% higher accuracy for LGA, and
9.45% higher accuracy for EWR. Note that in this study, weather forecast was used to predict
runway configuration for the strategic planning horizon (1–8 hours), whereas previous studies used
weather observation in future hours, which were unknown at the time when the prediction needed
to be performed.
Overall, the proposed RWAAR net can predict runway configurations and AARs
simultaneously for a metroplex using an ensembled gridded weather forecast. The results from the
case study of NY-MAS show that the RWAAR net achieves better performance in regard to
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prediction of runway configurations and AARs compared with the outcomes of studies in the
existing literature.
Table 6.4 Runway configurations and AAR prediction performance
compared with current state-of-the art
Runway configuration
prediction accuracy
Airport
RWAAR Net

JFK

LGA

EWR

JFK

LGA

EWR

79.2%

85.9%

87.25%

10.6%

N/A

4.3%

13.6%

8.6%

9.5%

Murça and Hansman (2018)
Jacob and Balakrishnan (2016)
Houston, Stephanie et al (2012)

AAR prediction MAPE

81.3%
63%

77.8%

75%

6.4.2 Layer Visulization
To obtain insights of how the proposed RWAAR works, a sample was selected from a
three-hour look-ahead testing dataset, 10:00 am on 03/05/2015. First, four convection-related
weather elements—180mb above convective inhabitation (J/kg), 1000m above storm relative
helicity (𝑚U /𝑠 U ), 6000m u component of storm motions (m/s), and input_6000m v component of
storm motions(m/s)—were extracted from the sample data. Figure 6.11 shows the normalized
weather forecasts in the 200 nautical miles surrounding New York metroplex. From the weather
forecast, it can be seen that at 7:00 am on 03/05/2015, 10:00 am is forecasted to have convective
storm motion from the south side of the New York metroplex. From airport operation data, LGA
was closed on 03/05/2015 for four hours, from 11:00 am to 3:00 pm, which is explained by the
storm activity forecasted for 10:00 am. Figure 6.12 shows the feature maps obtained from selected
layers—1st convolutional layer, 3rd convolutional layer, and 5th convolutional layer. Each small
graph in one feature map shows the output after kernel convolution; 32 kernels were applied in the
model. Although the feature map cannot be interpreted intuitively in this problem, because the
convoluted features have no mathematical meaning, it still can be observed that the CNN model
is trying to generalize the weather patterns from input tensors into representative features.
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(1) Input_180mb above convective inhabitation (J/kg)
(2) Input_1000m above Storm relative helicity (mU /s U )

(1) Input_6000m u component of storm motions (m/s)
(2) Input_6000m v component of storm motions(m/s)
Figure 6.11 Convection-related weather forecast elements visualization for selected sample
(2015/3/5, 10:00 am, 3-hour look-ahead)

(1) Conv2D_1 feature map 29*29
(2) Conv2D_3 feature map 14*14
(3) Conv2D_5 feature map, 7*7
Figure 6.12 Feature maps for selected sample
(2015/3/5, 10:00 am, 3-hour look-ahead)
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6.5 Summary
This chapter presented multi-CNN modeling framework called RWAAR net to predict
runway configurations and AARs simultaneously for airports in a multi-airport system (metroplex).
The proposed modeling framework uniquely accounts for operational interdependency existing in
multi-airport systems in the training process. The model takes in selected elements from highprecision ensembled gridded weather forecast data—Rap Refresh (RAP)—of the metroplex as the
inputs. The RWAAR net was applied to the New York metroplex. The average root mean square
errors for AAR prediction throughout the forecast horizons from 1–8 hours are 5.85, 2.91, and
2.29 for JFK, EWR, and LGA, respectively. As for the predictive performance of runway
configurations, the accuracy of the proposed model can achieve 79.21% for JFK, 85.86% for LGA,
and 87.25% for EWR. The RWAAR net outperforms the model used in [16] for AAR prediction
for the New York metroplex and also outperforms studies from [24] [25] in regard to runway
configuration prediction for JFK, EWR, and LGA.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
Airport Acceptance Rate (AAR) is an important input for air traffic flow management.
Inaccurate estimation of AAR can lead to either the waste of scarce airfield resources or the
imposition of avoidable delays on airfield and airspace operation. ICAO provides a method of
determining AARs, mainly adapted from the method applied by FAA. Air traffic control personnel
usually follow the guidance to determine optimal AARs and then make adjustment based on their
experience and operational condition, including weather forecast information at hand. There are
no tools to assist them to translate weather forecast data into real-time airport capacity
automatically. Furthermore, runway configurations and AARs of airports in a multi-airport system
are determined by different air traffic controller personnel. The lack of synchronization may lead
to the loss of efficiency of the sharing airspace and airfield capacity. Thus, a decision-making tool
that can better utilize weather forecast information and translate them into real-time runway
configuration and airport acceptance rate is in urgent need.
This study was composed of three parts—a preliminary statistical analysis for a single
airport, prediction of AAR for a single airport scenario, and prediction of runway configurations
and AARs for a multi-airport system simultaneously.
In the preliminary statistical analysis, the study proposed to apply a simultaneous equation
regression model for estimating the causal factors that affect the determination of AARs by
considering the cross effect of AARs and ADRs. The methodology was applied to JFK airport.
Before the regression model estimation, weather data from METAR and NTML were reviewed.
The comparison of actual weather in METAR and perceived weather in NTML showed that
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controllers tend to record weather conditions to be VMC and controllers tend to record weather to
be either very good or extremely bad. The model was applied to each primary runway
configuration used at airports to estimate AARs and ADRs. Results show that 1) recorded
perceived weather conditions have a significant effect on the adjustment of AARs for primary
runway configurations; 2) for most frequently-used runway configurations, such as 31L, 31R | 31L
and 13L, 22L | 13R (utilization occupied 41% of time), ADRs have an insignificant effect on the
arrival call rate; however, for comparably less frequently-used 13L | 13R, 4L, 4R | 4L, 22L, 22R |
22R, 31L, ADRs have a significant impact on the determination of AARs; 3) principle components
obtained from METAR data are significant on AARs for the first four major runway
configurations, especially for the most frequently-used runway configuration 31L, 31R | 31L. It
was also observed that visibility, temperature, and airport demand are significant factors for
prediction of AAR overall. The statistical results also indicate that the cross effect of ADR on
AAR is not a significant factor for determining AAR, but AAR has a much higher influence on
the determination of ADR. Perceived weather condition input into NTML by air traffic personnel
is significant in determining AARs.
For single airport AAR prediction, the purpose of this study was to use station-based
aviation weather forecast data to predict AAR. The data were from two from two sources—
Terminal Aerodrome Forecast (TAF) and Localized Aviation Model Output Statistical Program
(LAMP). This study comprises three parts. First, TAF are encoded messages and are event-based
data; a python-based toolbox was developed to translate the message into tabular data and process
the data into one-hour intervals. LAMP are bulletin data; a python-based decoding toolbox was
developed to transfer the data into tabular data. Hourly weather forecast data and airport condition
data were then fused into a single database for each look-ahead horizon as the input for the
modeling. Second, two neural network architectures were proposed to predict AARs in a single
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airport scenario. The first model is a multi-layer fully connected neural network that takes in hourly
aviation weather forecast data to predict hourly airport acceptance rate for next 1–8-hour lookahead horizon. The second model attempts to capture the time-dependent feature of inputs by
applying a stacked Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model that takes in one day (18 hours, from
6:00–12:00 am) inputs as a sequence to predict the AAR sequence of that day for a look-ahead
horizon from 1–8 hours. Experiment results from the case study of JFK airport in 2015 showed
that the three-layer neural network outperformed proposed LSTM for daily operations. Of all lookahead horizons from next 1–8 hours, a multi-layer neural network can predict the AAR with an
average root mean square error of 9.07 and an average mean absolute error of 7.21, whereas the
proposed LSTM model has an average root mean square error of 10.74 and an average mean
absolute error of 9.22.
Feature importance analysis was conducted to understand the factors that have significant
contributions to single airport AAR prediction. A model-agnostic method was applied to estimate
the significant level of input features based on locally faithful approximations. In total, 20 samples
were randomly selected from a testing dataset to obtain the average significance measurement
proposed by [40]. From the results, it was observed from the top 20 most significant features that
3 main factors are important for AAR prediction—aloft atmosphere such as cloud condition and
wind status, inclement weather phenomena snow and rain, and airport demand.
In the runway configuration and AAR prediction for a multi-airport system, a multiConvolutional Neural Network was developed to simultaneously predict runway configurations
and AARs for a multi-airport system (metroplex) by taking high-precision ensembled gridded
weather forecast data Rapid Refresh (RAP) as input. A python-based data processing toolbox was
developed to decode the weather data from Gridded binary format to three-dimensional tensor data.
Then, a multi-CNN model was proposed, which uniquely accounts for operational
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interdependency that exists in multi-airport systems in the model training process. We carefully
selected 64 elements within 17 horizontal layers based on statistical analysis and feature
importance analysis studies from previous chapters. An experimental study was applied to the New
York metroplex with a defined terminal area of 200 nautical miles surrounding the metroplex. It
was observed from the experiment results that the average root mean square error throughout the
forecast horizon from 1–8 hours for JFK was 5.85, 2.91 for LGA, and 2.29 for EWR. As for the
predictive performance of runway configuration, the accuracy achieved was 79.21% for JFK,
85.86% for LGA, and 87.25% for EWR respectively. The RWAAR net outperformed the model
proposed in [16] for AAR prediction for the New York metroplex. The RWAAR net also
outperformed the studies from [24] [25] in regard to runway configurations for JFK, EWR, and
LGA.
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Appendix A: ICAO Doc 9971 Appendix C

This appendix provides an example of a simplified methodology for determining the
acceptance rate at an airport. This methodology is based on the scientific process developed by the
Federal Aviation Administration for establishing the acceptance rate.
A. Definitions:
1) Airport Acceptance Rate (AAR): A dynamic parameter specifying the number of arrival
aircraft that an airport, in conjunction with terminal airspace, ramp space, parking space, and
terminal facilities can accept under specific conditions during any consecutive 60-minute period.
2) Airport Primary Runway Configuration: An airport configuration that handles 3 percent
or more of the annual operations.
B. Administrative Considerations:
1) Identify the organization responsible for the establishment and implementation of AARs
at select airports.
2) Establish optimal AARs for the airports identified.
3) Review and validate the airport primary runway configurations and associated AARs at
least once each year.
C. Determining AARs:
1) Calculate optimal AAR values for each airport runway configuration for the following
weather conditions:
a) Visual Meteorological Conditions (VMC) – weather allows vectoring for visual
approaches
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b) Marginal VMC – weather does not allow vectoring for visual approaches, but
visual
c) Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC) – visual approaches and visual
separation on final are not possible
d) Low IMC – weather dictates Category II or III operations
D. Calculate the optimal AAR as follows:
1) Determine the average ground speed crossing the runway threshold and the spacing
interval required between successive arrivals.
2) Divide the groundspeed by the spacing interval to determine the optimum AAR.
3) FORMULA: Ground speed in knots at the runway threshold divided by spacing interval
at the runway threshold in miles.
When the quotient is a fraction, round down to the next whole number. Example: 130 KTS
/ 3.25 nm = 40 Optimum AAR = 40 arrivals per hour 125 KTS / 3.0 nm = 41.66 round down to 41.
Optimum AAR = 41 arrivals per hour, or use table below:
Table A.1 AAR reference table
Ground speed at runway threshold
140 knots
130 knots
120 knots
110 knots

Nautical miles between aircraft at runway threshold
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
6
7
8
Potential AAR
46
40
35
31
28
23
20
17
43
37
32
28
26
21
18
16
40
34
30
26
24
20
17
15
36
31
27
24
22
18
15
13

E. Identify any conditions that may reduce the optimum AAR. Conditions include:
1) Intersecting arrival and departure runways
2) Lateral distance between arrival runways
3) Dual use runways – runways that share arrivals and departures
4) Land and Hold Short operations
5) Availability of high-speed taxiways
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9

10

15
14
13
12

14
13
12
11

6) Airspace limitations and constraints
7) Procedural limitations (noise abatement, missed approach procedures)
8) Taxiway layouts
9) Meteorological conditions
F. Determine the adjusted AAR using the previous factors for each runway used in an airport
configuration:
1) Add the adjusted AARs for all runways used in an airport configuration to determine the
optimal AAR for that runway configuration.
2) Real-time factors may require dynamic adjustments to the optimal AAR. These include:
a) Aircraft type and fleet mix on final
b) Runway conditions
c) Runway/taxiway construction
d) Equipment outages
e) Approach control constraints
3) Formula: Potential AAR – Adjustment Factors = Actual AAR
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Appendix B: RWAAR Net Results

Figure B.1 Look-ahead hour 1 model performance
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Figure B.2 Look-ahead hour 2 model performance
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Figure B.3 Look-ahead hour 3 model performance
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Figure B.4 Look-ahead hour 4 model performance
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Figure B.5 Look-ahead hour 5 model performance
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Figure B.6 Look-ahead hour 6 model performance
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Figure B.7 Look-ahead hour 7 model performance
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Figure B.8 Look-ahead hour 8 model performance
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